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LET THEM HEAR US. Sounds 
of the new artisanship.

Exploring the art of repair as a potential 
strength of the new artisanship.

#ecosocialdesign #newartisanship 
#youth

FACCIAMOCI SENTIRE. 
Rumori del nuovo artigianato.

Esplorare l’arte della riparazione come 
potenziale forza del nuovo artigianato.

#design-eco-sociale #nuovoartigianato 
#giovani
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Concept development

The project was born from the need to reevaluate the manual skills  
of artisanship and demonstrate their utility in current society. Trying to answer  
the question “How do we give artisanship a second life?”, we started reflecting  
on the real value of ‘handmade’, and shifted our focus from artisanship conceived  
as a fragile heritage of the past. 

Artisans, as bearers of knowledge, have a lot to teach us. Their outstanding 
attention to details, use of sustainable materials, choice of fair production processes, 
as well as deep connection of hand-making to the authenticity and the local cultural 
background are the assets that we wanted to highlight through our research and 
make evident in the final project.  

Focusing on the potential that manual competencies have in stressing 
social and environmental issues, we shifted our attention to the practice  
of repairing, as a possible evolution of artisanship, and as a making process  
that is in contrast with the ‘disposable’ culture of accessible convenience.  
This practice could foster a critical view of the objects that surround us and provide 
deeper understanding of their environmental impact. 

»The evolution in the role of 
technology has brought a cathartic 
return to the roots of making« 

Paola Antonelli, MoMA, NY
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← Campaign poster.

← ← Promotional 
brochures.

← ← Free sewing kits 
distributed at the GOG 
exhibition.

rumori 
del nuovo 
artigianato

+

Recognizing the importance of establishing a lost connection between 
young people and their local territory, our team decided to refer to the ‘learning  
by doing’ approach as a medium to rebuild their relationships with local community 
and stimulate their willingness to rediscover the hidden potential of craftwork.

As a result, a New Artisanship Manifesto was created. It asks to  
be more critical towards everyday commodities and promotes reparation as a novel 
approach to becoming conscious consumers. Furthermore, it aims at regaining  
the lost confidence in our hands and celebrating thinking-by-making.
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With our two main partners, OfficineVispa and Giovanni Pascoli High 
School, we organised a couple of interventions with students of Don Bosco.  
In particular, our team contacted artisans that collaborate with Officine and proposed 
to apply their skills during hands-on workshops with youngsters from the artistic 
department. Right before Christmas, we invited seamstresses Elisa and Irina to 
join us for the first practical activity of our project: ‘Christmas rebellion’ workshop. 
Students were invited to bring their old garments, which were pimped up during  
the class. Youngsters were given a chance to discover new materials and techniques, 
but furthermost reflect on their consumption habits. During the workshop, students 
were ‘upgrading’ their old clothes with the material we have prepared: some patches 
based on trends of youth culture. 

→ Pauli trying out 
patches at the GOG 
exhibition.

→ ↘ Photos of the 
hands-on workshop at 
Giovanni Pascoli school.
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Participation of Elisa and Irina in the activities’ preparation and during their 
implementation was crucial. They helped us in deciding the sewing techniques that 
were easy to perform in a brief time with an unskilled public, but, above all, their 
ability to empower showed youngsters that they can do what seemed impossible 
before. 

Together we explored the art of repair as a potential strength of the new 
artisanship, creating objects that became key elements of the visual language: 
sometimes senseless, still unattractive and broken, but with a strong and meaningful 
message – we are the ones who decide what is beautiful and sustainable.  
The graphics are aimed at attracting young generations, posters of the visual 
campaign want to become an invitation to take part in the collective protest.

Craftwork is often accompanied by noises, mostly unpleasant, rough,  
and too loud. “LET THEM HEAR US. Sounds of the new artisanship”, the concept  
of our project communication, in fact, takes its inspiration from the chaotic noises  
of machinery and reinvents them in a new and fresh rhythm, which becomes  
a metaphor for the sound of the new artisanship.
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RESEARCH TOOLS  
& DESIGN PROCESS

First approach – youth

After learning that OfficineVispa struggled with getting youngsters in 
their spaces and making them participate in their activities frequently, we decided 
to focus on identifying centres of youth interest in the neighbourhood and 
valorising the existing offer of the cooperative. First, we approached Giovanni 
Pascoli lyceum, the only high school in the district. Together with the anthropology 
professor Nazario Zambaldi, we organised an inverted classroom with his students. 

This activity was an essential part of our research, it allowed us to better 
understand the knowledge that local youth has about sustainable consumption and 
about the origins of objects that surround them every day. The probes that our team 
prepared, as well as the lesson structure itself, were aimed at provoking discussion 
between participants and making them reflect critically on the products they 
purchase. 

Without students’ feedback, the further project development and the 
hands-on workshop would not have been possible, as the results differed strongly 
from what we expected initially.
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Second approach – artisans

To respond to the second focus, we started 
contacting people that collaborate with Officine. This way, 
we got to know Elisa and Irina, the seamstresses that work 
there on daily basis, Marian, the carpenter that volunteers for 
the cooperative in his free time, and Martina, the jeweller that 
works as a part-time afterschool tutor. 

During short interviews with all three of them,  
and despite different points of view, we have found a common 
belief that manual practices help them in valorising 
objects that they use in their daily life. What also emerged 
from the interviews, is that people often leave aside aspects 
such as quality of materials and production ethics when it 
comes to purchasing. 

↑ Students presenting 
their groupwork during 
the class.

← Presentation of 
the research board 
and interaction moment.
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As the quote from “Die Welt Reparieren. Open Source Und 
Selbermachen Als Postkapitalistische Praxis” highlights, the practice of repairing 
represents a making process that protests capitalistic culture, demanding  
a new route. Not by chance, the developing repair scene is increasingly associated 
with climate change awareness, empowerment recovery, and anti-consumer 
attitudes. As a key instrument to stimulating critical thinking towards obsolescence  
and consumerism, it proves to be a constructive contribution to the design  
of a more sustainable society, where we purchase and discard more consciously.  

↙ Halletmek by Nur 
Horsanalı.

↓ Blue and white project 
by Michelle Taylor.

»Repairing is a today’s response 
to breaking, (…) it is a purposeful 
and open approach, a way of 
dealing with the world. Broken  
is a sock that has a hole in it and  
the capitalist world economy.« 

Third approach – reparation practice
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Thanks to Katie Treggiden’s work, our group shifted perspective  
on artisanship – we started focusing on it as an unconventional practice  
that could help individuals in giving objects an unknown meaning.  
Extending commodities’ lifespan through reparation generates space  
and new opportunities for inventive re-making on several levels, including  
visible and invisible repairs, botches, professional or amateur.

↑  Golden Joinery 
by Painted Series 
collective.

↖ Mended sweater 
by Bridget Harvey.

»Artists and designers are leading 
the way in exploring what mending 
really means. They may not be o!ering 
to "x your broken toaster, but through 
exploring the practice of repair, they 
are laying the groundwork for new 
ways of thinking about the objects 
§that surround us.« 

Katie Treggiden, journalist
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OPEN DESIGN 
MANUAL

How do we make them 
hear us?

Peple that should get involved are:
– Local craftspeople
– Youth

Important partners are:
– Artisans collective (ex. OfficineVispa)
– Schools or youth associations
– Material supplier

Transforming the City by Care 2FACCIAMOCI SENTIRE

Supporting cooperative’s 
existing activities

Our initiative could help in valorizing 
existing manual-based activities  
of OfficineVispa, making them more 
attractive to younger audiences. 
The cooperative has incredibly valuable 
facilities that must be taken advantage 
of: wood and sewing laboratories could 
become hubs of the new artisanship. 
Furthermore, people that work for 
Officine are incredibly skilled and open 
to collaboration. Eventual support 

from a design team could be of help, 
especially for the new workshop 
editions. This could include the 
development of supporting materials, 
visual inspiration, and suggestions, 
as well as activities’ communication. 
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Giving visibility 
to local artisans

Above all, this research could help in 
giving visibility to an existing network 
of local artisans. After having discussed 
problems and benefits of being an 
artisan in Bolzano with Elisa, Irina, Marian 
and Martina, we have noticed that all 
of them have di#culties with self-
promotion and with showing the public 
the value of their work. This could 
be a starting point for an extension of 
this project: a consolidation of a local 

network, reciprocally supported and 
sustained by sharing contacts, skills, 
opportunities, and knowledge. 
With the help of this network, modern 
makers could investigate their own 
role in the future society. They could 
become educators and bearers 
of knowledge, extending, therefore, life 
of their activities and of local heritage. 
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»I have to admit that at the 
beginning I felt left alone, I didn’t 
know how to go on. If you have no 
family support, which is common 
in the crafts "eld, you have to do 
all by yourself. And it’s not always 
easy. Something that could really 
help is creating network with other 
artisans and "nding a place to 
share, where everyone could be 
free to practise their art. This could 
help in surpassing social di#culties, 
such as loneliness, lack of clients or 
"nances.« 

Martina, jeweller

20
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← Seamstress work 
station at OfficineVispa.

→ ↗ Martina showing 
her handmade jewelry.

→ ↗ Bicycle basket made 
by Marian.
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»The problem is that it’s 
extremely hard for an artisan  
to "nd interested clients. Creating 
a network could be a solution, 
everyone could share their 
competencies, tell more about 
the material they work with and 
describe the services they o!er. 
Manual work, though, has to be 
payed accordingly. It is often 
di#cult to explain the real value  
of objects that we produce.« 

Marian, carpenter

21
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RISCRIVERE IL FINALE
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2ਯFLQH9LVSD
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Don Bosco Social
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Karl Emilio Pircher  (Object–Spaces–Services)
Kris Krois (Communication–Interaction–Services)
Secil Ugur Yavuz (Design Research)

Cucire una nuova vita per i 
vestiti destinati alla discarica

A Riscrivere il Finale diamo una 
nuova vita ai vestiti indersiderati. 
In collaborazione con Don Bosco 
Social ripariamo vestiti destinati 
ÍććÍǮßöħÙÍģöÙÍǮãǮÙģãöÍčĕǮİĎǮŒĎÍćãǮ
alternativo alla loro storia. Attraverso 
‘riparazioni visibili’ e alla vendita 
non creiamo solo vestiti unici ma 
soprattutto generiamo un valore e una 
nuova rete per i capi che prima erano 
considerati scarto.

#design-eco-sociale 
ǅģöĠÍģÍŊöĕĎãľöħöØöćãǮǅģöħÙģöľãģãöćŒĎÍćã

Sewing new life into clothes 
ßãħĭöĎãßǮĭĕǮćÍĎßŒććǮ

At Riscrivere il Finale we give Don Bosco’s 
unwanted clothes a new lease of life. By 
working in partnership with Don Bosco 
Social, we repair clothes destined for 
ćÍĎßŒććǮÍĎßǮÙģãÍĭãǮÍĎǮÍćĭãģĎÍĭöľãǮãĎßöĎîǮ
to the story. Through ‘visible mending’ 
and reselling, we are not only making 
expressive, unique pieces: but are also 
generating a value and a new network for 
clothes previously  viewed as worthless.

#ecosocialdesign #visiblemending 
ǅģöħÙģöľãģãöćŒĎÍćã
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XãĿöĎîǮĎãĿǮćöíãǮöĎĭĕǮÙćĕĭóãħǮßãħĭöĎãßǮĭĕǮćÍĎßŒććǮ

Riscrivere il Finale is all about changing the narrative of used clothes 
and showing that for the clothes in the bins, it doesn’t have to be the end of the 
story.

Our mission is collect damaged clothes from the clothing bins- through 
waste management organisation SEAB, and repair them so they are able to be 
resold in Don Bosco.

We are working with local association Don Bosco Social, who are eager 
to continue this project into the future. We have created an online shop and 
designed a concept for a physical shop within the association building, in the 
heart of Don Bosco. The money made from the clothes will go back into the 
association to fund community projects or to charity.

�ɁãģǮÍħĄöĎîǮ�ĕĎǮ�ĕħÙĕǮģãħößãĎĭħǮÍĎßǮħóĕĠǮĕĿĎãģħǮÍØĕİĭǮĭóãǮĠĕħħöØćãǮ
options for discarding unwanted clothes and always getting the same answer-
the bins; we knew this was an issue worth exploring. SEAB state that donation of 
ßÍčÍîãßǮÙćĕĭóãħǮöħǮĎĕĭǮĠãģčöĭĭãßƺǮÍćħĕǮÙćĕĭóãħǮĕĎǮĭóãǮœĕĕģǮħİģģĕİĎßöĎîǮĭóãǮØöĎǮ
ćãÍßħǮĭĕǮßãîģÍßÍĭöĕĎǮĿóöÙóǮčÍĄãħǮöĭǮßöŐÙİćĭǮĭĕǮģãßöħĭģöØİĭãƹǮXĕǮĿóÍĭǮóÍĠĠãĎħǮĭĕǮ
these clothes that can not be recycled or redistributed?

»Globally less than 1% of clothes 
are recycled as clothing«

ȔǮ�İģĕĠãÍĎǮQÍģćöÍčãĎĭƹ
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RISCRIVERE 
IL FINALE

So what happens to these clothes that can not be recycled or 
redistributed?

^óöħǮöħǮĿóãģãǮ�ĕĎǮ�ĕħÙĕǮXĕÙöÍćǮÙĕčãǮöĎƾǮ�ɁãģǮÙĕčöĎîǮöĎĭĕǮÙĕĎĭÍÙĭǮĿöĭóǮ
ĭóãčǮĭóģĕİîóǮĭóãǮ�ĕĎǮ�ĕħÙĕǮœãÍǮčÍģĄãĭƺǮĿãǮćãÍģĎĭǮĭóÍĭǮĭóãŅǣģãǮÍĎǮÍħħĕÙöÍĭöĕĎǮ
ĠÍħħöĕĎÍĭãǮÍØĕİĭǮÍģĭƺǮÙģÍɁǮÍĎßǮÙĕččİĎöĭŅƹǮ

Their association is based in Piazza Don Bosco, the heart of Don Bosco. 
From then we created a collection of repaired clothes with a clear identity that 
we felt complemented Don Bosco Social’s passion for creativity.

ȔǮ'ÍĎßǮãčØģĕößãģãßǮ
ćĕîĕƹ
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THE RESEARCH TOOLS & THE 
DESIGN PROCESS

What happens to unwanted clothes in Don Bosco? 

Our research began with the question: what happens to unwanted 
clothes in Don Bosco?

To answer this question, we spoke with locals, shop owners and waste 
disposal workers. The response was overwhelmingly centred around the bins. 
móãĎǮħĠãÍĄöĎîǮĿöĭóǮÍǮčãčØãģǮĕíǮħĭÍŏǮíģĕčǮX���ƺǮĿóĕǮĿĕģĄħǮħĠãÙöŒÙÍććŅǮĿöĭóǮ
ÙćĕĭóãħǮÙĕććãÙĭöĕĎƺǮĿãǮíĕİĎßǮĭóÍĭǮĭóãǮØöĎħǮÍģãǮíİććǮĕģǮĕľãģœĕĿöĎîǮÍĎßǮãčĠĭöãßǮ
everyday.

This led us to our next research question, how to change this almost 
linear network (home->bin) and create new channels for used clothes?

mãǮāĕöĎãßǮĿöĭóǮĭóãǮÍħħĕÙöÍĭöĕĎǮöĎǮÙóÍģîãǮĕíǮĭóãǮœãÍǮčÍģĄãĭƺǮ�ĕĎǮ�ĕħÙĕǮ
Social, who said they would be interested in pursuing other ways of selling used 
clothes that didn’t compete with the existing sellers. We developed a project 
ĭĕǮĎĕĭǮĕĎćŅǮģãßİÙãǮĭóãǮÍčĕİĎĭǮĕíǮßÍčÍîãßǮÙćĕĭóãħǮîĕöĎîǮöĎĭĕǮćÍĎßŒććƺǮØİĭǮÍćħĕǮ
to create a new network and a creative opportunity for the community. We 
designed a system whereby we use discarded damaged clothes, and repair them 
to then be resold.

móöÙóǮħĠÍģĄãßǮĕİģǮŒĎÍćǮßãħöîĎǮĢİãħĭöĕĎƼǮóĕĿǮĭĕǮčÍĄãǮİħãßǮÙćĕĭóãħǮ
desirable?
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How to make used clothes desireble?

We created a collection of repaired clothes, and 
decided to use visible mending techniques. The reason for 
using visible mending as opposed to ‘invisible’, is that we 
want to showcase the fact that the clothes had a previous 
life before they came to us.

Wearing repaired clothes can be a form of 
ÍÙĭöľöħčƺǮŒîóĭöĎîǮÍîÍöĎħĭǮĭóãǮĕľãģÙĕĎħİčĠĭöĕĎǮÍĎßǮ
disposable attitude of fashion brands. All of our clothes are 
repaired using hand embroidery techniques: although we 
are creating items to sell, we also want to inspire others to 
do the same with their own clothes.

We used the reverse applique technique as it’s 
easy to replicate, and allows us to be creative with the 
colours and fabrics used. It also means we can create a 
coherent collection made up of diverse one-of-a-kind 
pieces.

ȔǮ@ãĿǮĎãĭĿĕģĄǮíĕģǮĭóãǮ
İĎĿÍĎĭãßǮÙćĕĭóãħƹ

BINS ONLY USED 
DAMAGED 
CLOTHES

SELL

REPAIR

DON 
BOSCO 
SOCIAL

NEW LIFE
VALUE
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OPEN DESIGN 
MANUAL

Elements

It’s easy for you to create these looks 
on your own clothes and remove the 
middleman.

– Damaged clothes
– Fabric scraps in your favourite colours/
prints
– Needle
– Embroidery thread
– Scissors
– Pins
– Embroidery hoop

ौH�SHSOH�ZKR�VKRXOG�JHW�LQYROYHG�DUH�
�\ULHQGV�DQG�IDPLO(�ۋ�PHHW�DQG�UHSDLU�
together!

,PSRUWDQW�SDUWQHUV�DUH�
– Local community groups that could 
host a repair session
�RFDO�ਮHD�PDUNHW�RU�DUWLVDQ�PDUNHW/�ۋ
where you could sell your items

For our project we partnered with a local 
association, who have a connection with 
waste organisation SEAB, who wish 
to continue this into the future. But 
it isn’t necessary that you make these 
connections, it is possible to make a 

Transforming the City by Care 2Free University of Bozen–Bolzano

change with just one person or a small 
group of friends. However big or small 
the project, it will still contribute to 
less clothing waste and also can be a 
great way to learn new skills and get 
expressive with your clothes.

Process

1) Cut a piece of scrap fabric to the size 
a few cm bigger than your hole or tear. 
Allow yourself plenty of space, it will 
make it easier when you come to sew.
2) Pin the fabric to the inside of the 
clothes, behind the hole. Make sure 
WKDW�HYHU\WKLQJ�LV�VPRRWK�DQG�ਮDW�EXW�
don’t pull too tight as this might cause 
problems when someone wears the item.
3) Place the clothing in an embroidery
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hoop, in a position that will allow you 
to work on the entire area you need to. 
If your embroidery hoop is smaller than 
the area you’re working on, it is not a 
problem, you can always move it later 
on.
4) It helps to draw your design with a 
pencil, special fabric marking pencils are 
available but not necessary.
5) Begin to sew your design. 
5HFRPPHQGHG�VWLWFKHV�DUH��EDFNVWLWFK��
running stitch and blanket stitch. Simple 
tutorials can be found online for these 
(and many more).

6) Ensure that the fabric patch is sewn 
securely onto the clothes. It can help to 
VHFXUH�WKLV�LQ�SODFH�ਭUVW��DQG�WKHQ�VHZ�
any design over the top.
7) Cut any excess fabric on the back and 
make sure all threads are securely tied 
and cut short.

Whether you create these garments for 
yourself or for others, you are helping 
to inspire self-expression, creativity and 
the slow fashion movement. 
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POP UP FOR EQUALITY

Student Team
Marie Tirard, Marielle Scharfenberg, Vivien Büchele

Partners
2I½FLQH9LVSD
0XQLFLSDOLW\�RI�%RO]DQR°%R]HQ��8I½FLR�)DPLJOLD��'RQQD��*LRYHQW��H�3URPR]LRQH�VRFLDOH�
WAAG Café
Sara Louis
Weight Station

Teaching Team
Karl Emilio Pircher  (Object–Spaces–Services)
Kris Krois (Communication–Interaction–Services)
Secil Ugur Yavuz (Design Research)
Sabina Frei (Moderation and Participation)
Flora Mammana (Transformative work as livelihood)

Creare una comunità 
attraverso attività creative 
condivise

Attraverso attività creative condivise, 
come i laboratori guidati, puntiamo a 
creare comunità di giovani donne aperte 
a tutti.
Imparare l’una dall’altra e sollevarci a 
vicenda sono i valori principali che queste 
attività hanno l’obiettivo di trasmettere.

#design-eco-sociale #comunità  
#femminismo

Creating a community through 
shared creative activities

Through shared creative activities like 
guided workshops, we are creating a 
community of like-minded young women, 
that is open to all and helps us to learn 
from each other and lift each other up. 

#ecosocialdesign #community 
#feminism
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Stronger together!

We noticed that there are little events for young women in Bolzano – so 
we wanted to change that. Our aim was to create an event to which we ourselves 
would want to go to. Events that are creative, educative and most of all fun. Through 
shared creative activities we want to create a community and build up a network of 
likeminded young women.  

  
A space, where we can lift each other up and collaborate together. As 

a group we can share our skills and provide a platform for artists, speakers, and 
creators, who are usually left out. We can become a safe space, which empowers 
especially female creator to be seen.  

��2XU�½UVW�HYHQW�ZDV�D�OLQRFXW�ZRUNVKRS��ZKLFK�WRRN�SODFH�LQ�:$$*�&DIp��
During the afternoon we invited participants to think about what strength means to 
them and what their personal source of strength is. We explained how they could use 
the linocut tools and distributed further explanation cards. Afterwards they could 
create their own designs, carve them out of linoleum and print them on postcards to 
take their artworks home with them.  

»Any event of this kind is really 
appreciated since the point is not 
just learn something but also get to 
know new people!«
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ȔǮParticipants during 
the printing

ȚǮParticipants during 
the design process

ȚǮȚǮUs providing 
explanations for the 
linocutting

The room itself was decorated with inspirational material about strength 
making it easier for participants to create a design. Furthermore, we displayed our 
FRUH�YDOXHV�SURPLQHQWO\�RQ�WKH�ZDOOV��HFKRLQJ�WKH�VLJQL½FDQW�UROH�WKH\�KDG�LQ�RXU�
process and the event itself. 

Personalized nametags and conversation-starter-cards facilitated 
participants in connecting with others. At the end of the event all the participants 
created one big poster with their artwork together, showing that we are in fact – 
stronger together! Sara Louis accompanied the afternoon  
as DJ. 
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THE RESEARCH TOOLS & THE 
DESIGN PROCESS

Research & pre-workshop design process

We were inspired by associations like “ladies, wine & design” initiated by 
Jessica Walsh and small events like “drink&draw” by büro bungalow. Through these 
case-study analyses we developed our own set of core-values: openness, diversity, 
empowerment, safe space, and fun, which were the basis for our further decision 
making. Further we engaged in knowledge mining with Flora Mammana and Sabina 
)UH\�WR�½JXUH�RXW�KRZ�WR�IDFLOLWDWH�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�LQ�FRQQHFWLQJ�ZLWK�HDFK�RWKHU��:H�
reached out o Hilary Solly and Daria Akimenko from the Weighstation to help us in 
advertising for the event.

We created a corporate identity which should help display our core values. 
The bright colors should represent openness and fun, while the multiplication of the 
colors symbolizes the inclusivity and diversity of this community. The rough style 
aimes to deliver the creative and DIY approach with which we seek to empower each 
other in this this community.

Additionnaly, we started an Instagram channel, to which we posted 
information about feminist ideas and statistics, displayed feminist artwork and 
recommended literature. Over the past week we could register a growth of over 60% 
with a core following in Bolzano between ages 18-35.
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Print products & workshop material

Furthermore, we produced posters in various sizes 
DQG�¾\HUV�WR�DGYHUWLVH�IRU�WKH�HYHQW��:H�FUHDWHG�SRVWHUV�
depicting our core values and stage posters for DJ Sara Louis. 
Next to the toolkit for the event which included nametags, 
conversation-stater-cards, inspirational cards, linocut 
explanation cards and cards providing information about 
feminist movements and famous feminists, we also created a 
goodbye bag.

The goodbyebag had the double use of containing 
further pop up for equality material and providing a way for 
participants to carry their artwork home safely. The bag 
consisted out of a variety of stickers with our logo and feminist 
slogans to spread the word, a postcard with original artwork by 
us and a chocolate bar.

ȔǮOur core values were 
displayed in the room 
during the event

ȚǮThe pop up for 
equality instagram 
channel

ȚǮȚǮMaterial we used  
in our workshop
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OPEN DESIGN 
MANUAL

Creating a guided creative 
workshop for linocut

What you need in order to obtain that  
goal is:

(– linocut tools)
(– lino)
(– paint)
– postcards
– explanation cards
– inspirational material
– feminist material
– conversation starter cards

The people who should get involved are:
°�\RXQJ�DV�IHPDOH�LGHQWL½QJ�SHRSOH
°�\RXQJ�DV�PDOH�LGHQWL½QJ�DOOLHV
– everyone who is interested

Important partners are:
– bar/café owner for the location
– sponsors to keep the coasts low
– people from the community

For a pop up for equality event one does 
not need much. The main focus lies on 
getting people together to do creative 
activities together. We decided on a 
linocut workshop since it is an rather 
easy technique to learn which delivers 
great results rather quickly. 
The name pop up for equality shall both 

Transforming the City by Care 2Pop up for Equality

incorporate the idea of small pop-up 
events and the openness to everyone. 
Some people might be repelled by words 
like “feminism”, therfore we decided for 
a more neutral and inviting term, which 
still represents the key goals.

Think about what kind of 
skills you can share.
 
Sharing our skills can help us in 
empowering and lifting each other 
up. Through doing creative activities 
together we learn to see each other 
as collaborators and not competitors. 
Think about a skill  that you have and 
which you can teach to others. Ideally 
it is something that can be done in one 
afternoon so that participants can take 
their results home with them.
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Strive to include a diverse 
set of participants!  
Keep barriers to join as low as 

possible!

The values of openness and diversity 
apply to the whole process. Think about 
people you want to reach and focuss 
on ways in which you can adapt your 
advertising, the media through which 
you communicate and the time, entry-
IHH�DQG�ORFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�ZRUNVKRS�WR�½W�
to your target group. Maybe you know 

people in the community who can help 
you in spreading the word. You could 
additionnaly reach out to sponsors, if they 
can help you realize the event with money 
or material donations. 

Remember these events focus on 
creating something creative as a 
community, do it in your style  
– and don’t forget to have fun! 



Credits

Pictures by Daniel Walcher

We want to thank Waag Café for hoasting us, Sara Louis for the music, Insa Olshausen, Anu Hakola,  

Sarah Solderer, Mara Vöcking, Sergio Previte, Gianluca Tenin, Flora Mammana and Hilary Solly for their  

interesting insights and their time and Daria Akimenko and the Weighstation for their support.
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%FTǴF�ǨãǲãO���)ǳBOǬFTǬB�6ǴPQQB��0BǳǯB�6VNNBǵǯFǲǲF



Partners
2GGJDJOF9JTQB
0VOJDJQBMJUZ�PG�%PM[BOPŀ%P[FO
�8GGJDJP�)BNJHMJB��'POOB��*JPWFOU�F�3SPNP[JPOF�TPDJBMF�

Teaching Team
.BSM�(NJMJP�3JSDIFS��2CKFDUŀ6QBDFTŀ6FSWJDFT�
.SJT�.SPJT��&PNNVOJDBUJPOŀ,OUFSBDUJPOŀ6FSWJDFT�
6FDJM�8HVS�<BWV[��'FTJHO�5FTFBSDI�

)ǳFF�8OǯǵFǳTǯǴǶ�Pǭ�%P[FOŀ%Pǲ[BOP
0$�(ǬP�6PǬǯBǲ�'FTǯǮO
:ǯOǴFǳ�6FNFTǴFǳ����������



Ǧ5(,$02

7ǳBOTǭPǳNǯOǮ�ǴIF�ǦǯǴǶ�CǶ�ǦBǳF��

%FTǴF�ǨãǲãO���)ǳBOǬFTǬB�6ǴPQQB��0BǳǯB�6VNNBǵǯFǲǲF

Sentirsi liberi di imparare
Feeling liberated while learning
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Ǧ5(,$02�:�6(16,5,�/,%(5,�',�
,03$5$5(

6ǴVEFOǴ�7FBN
%FTǴF�ǨãǲãO���)ǳBOǬFTǬB�6ǴPQQB��0BǳǯB�6VNNBǵǯFǲǲF

3BǳǴOFǳT
2ǭǭǯǬǯOFǪǯTQB
0VOǯǬǯQBǲǯǴǶ�Pǭ�%Pǲ[BOPŀ%P[FO��8ǭǭǯǬǯP�)BNǯǮǲǯB��'POOB��*ǯPǵFOǴ�F�3ǳPNP[ǯPOF�TPǬǯBǲF�
2ǴIFǳ�QBǳǴOFǳT

7FBǬIǯOǮ�7FBN
ǨBǳǲ�(NǯǲǯP�3ǯǳǬIFǳ��2CǰFǬǴŀ6QBǬFTŀ6FǳǵǯǬFT�
ǨǳǯT�ǨǳPǯT��ǦPNNVOǯǬBǴǯPOŀ,OǴFǳBǬǴǯPOŀ6FǳǵǯǬFT�
6FǬǯǲ�8ǮVǳ�<BǵV[��'FTǯǮO�5FTFBǳǬI�

ǦǳFǯBNP���VO�QǳPǮFǴǴP�ǬIF�
NǯǳB�BE�BǯVǴBǳF�ǲF�QFǳTPOF�B�
TVQFǳBǳF�ǲB�QBVǳB�Eǯ�QǳPǵBǳF�
ǬPTF�OVPǵF��ǬǳFBOEP�ǯOTǯFNF�

ǪPǮǲǯBNP�QǳPQPǳǳF�VOŃFTQFǳǯFO[B�EPǵF�ǲF�
QFǳTPOF�TQFǳǯNFOǴBOP�RVBǲǬPTB�Eǯ�OVPǵP�
TFO[B�TFOǴǯǳF�ǲB�QǳFTTǯPOF�Eǯ�EPǵFǳ�
FTTFǳF�QFǳǭFǴǴǯ�EB�TVCǯǴP��NB�BOǬIF�VO�
ǲVPǮP�EPǵF�OPO�TFOǴǯǳTǯ�ǮǯVEǯǬBǴǯ�F�EPǵF�
ǯǲ�ǭBǲǲǯNFOǴP���BǬǬFǴǴBǴP��ǦǳFEǯBNP�ǬIF�ǯǲ�
EǯǵFǳǴǯNFOǴP�F�ǲŃǯOǴFǳFTTF�EFCCBOP�FTTFǳF�
ǲF�NPǴǯǵB[ǯPOǯ�ǬIF�QPǳǴBOP�B�QǳBǴǯǬBǳF�
OVPǵF�ǬPNQFǴFO[F��OPO�ǲŃǯEFB�Eǯ�ǭBǲǲǯNFOǴP�
P�TVǬǬFTTP�

ǾEFTǯǮO�FǬP�TPǬǯBǲF
ǾǯNQBǳBǲP�ǯOTǯFNF
ǾEǯTFǮOP�ǾǲBCPǳBǴPǳǯP

Creiamo is a project that 
aims to help people conquer 
the fear of trying new things 
through creating together.

We wanted to form an experience 
where people try something new for 
themselves and don’t feel pressured 
to be succeeding right away, a space 
where they feel not judged and failure 
is welcomed. We believe that enjoyment 
and interest should be the reasons 
of practicing skills, not the idea of 
failure or success.

#ecosocialdesign
#learnittogether
#drawing #workshop
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3ǳPǵǯEǯOǮ�B�TQBǬF�ǭPǳ�QFPQǲF�Pǭ�Bǲǲ�BǮFT�ǴP�PǵFǳǬPNF�ǴIF�
ǭFBǳ�Pǭ�ǴǳǶǯOǮ�Ȉ�ǲFBǳOǯOǮ�OFX�ǴIǯOǮT

:F�BǬǱOPXǲFEǮF�ǴIBǴ�ǴǳǶǯOǮ�OFX�ǴIǯOǮT��BǲǴIPVǮI�FYǬǯǴǯOǮ�BOE�NǯOE�
FYQBOEǯOǮ��ǬBO�CF�OFǳǵF�XǳBǬǱǯOǮ�BOE�ǯOǴǯNǯEBǴǯOǮ��:ǯǴI�ǦǳFǯBNP��XF�XBOǴFE�ǴP�
ǬǳFBǴF�B�TBǭF�TQBǬF�XIFǳF�QFPQǲF�EPOŃǴ�ǭFFǲ�ǰVEǮFE��BOE�ǭBǯǲǯOǮ�ǯT�QǳBǯTFE�

:F�BǳF�Bǲǲ�XǯǳFE�ǴP�CF�XBǳǶ�Pǭ�OFX�FYQFǳǯFOǬFT��:ǯǴI�PVǳ�XPǳǱTIPQT��
XF�XBOǴFE�ǴP�TVQQPǳǴ�QFPQǲF�Pǭ�'PO�%PTǬP�ǮFǴ�PǵFǳ�ǴIF�IVNQ�Pǭ�ǴIBǴ�ǯOǯǴǯBǲ�
NǯTFǳǶ�BOE�OPǴ�ǭFFǲ�QǳFTTVǳF�ǴP�CF�TVǬǬFTTǭVǲ�ǳǯǮIǴ�BXBǶ��7IF�XPǳǱTIPQT�
XFǳF�PǭǭFǳFE�PO�6BǴVǳEBǶT��)FCǳVBǳǶ���ǴI�BOE���ǴI��ǯO�/B5PǴPOEB��ǯO�ǴIF�
OFǯǮICPǳIPPE�Pǭ�'PO�%PTǬP��7IF�TFTTǯPOT�XFǳF�PQFOFE�ǴP�Bǲǲ�QFPQǲF�Pǭ�'PO�
%PTǬP�ǯOǴFǳFTǴFE�ǯO�ǲFBǳOǯOǮ�TPNFǴIǯOǮ�OFX�ǴPǮFǴIFǳ�

:ǯǴI�ǴIF�TFTTǯPOT�XF�QǳPǵǯEF��XF�BǯNFE�ǴP�ǴBǱF�ǴIF�QǳFTTVǳF�Pǭǭ�
ǲFBǳOǯOǮ�B�OFX�TǱǯǲǲ�BOE�ǬǳFBǴF�B�ǲǯCFǳBǴǯOǮ�FYQFǳǯFOǬF�ǭPǳ�PVǳ�QBǳǴǯǬǯQBOǴT��
%ǳFBǱǯOǮ�ǴIF�ǯOǴǯNBǬǶ�Pǭ�BQQǳPBǬIǯOǮ�B�OFX�TVCǰFǬǴ�ǲFE�VT�IFǲQ�CǳFBǱǯOǮ�ǴIF�
ǯEFB�Pǭ�ǭBǯǲVǳF��BOE�IFǲQ�CVǯǲEǯOǮ�TFǲǭ�ǬPOǭǯEFOǬF�ǯO�PVǳ�QBǳǴǯǬǯQBOǴT��

ń(OǰPǶNFOǴ�BOE�ǯOǴFǳFTǴ�TIPVǲE�CF�
ǴIF�ǳFBTPOT�Pǭ�QǳBǬǴǯǬǯOǮ�TǱǯǲǲT��OPǴ�
ǴIF�ǯEFB�Pǭ�ǭBǯǲVǳF�Pǳ�TVǬǬFTT�Ņ
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��3IPUPT�UBLFO�BU�*2*�
(YIJCJUJPO������������
3BHF��

��3IPUP�UBLFO�BU�UIF�
:PSLTIPQ������������
3BHF��

:IǯǲF�XF�EFTǯǮO�ǴIF�TǴǳVǬǴVǳF�Pǭ�PVǳ�XPǳǱTIPQT��XF�ǭPǬVTFE�PO�ǴIF�
ǲBǬǱ�Pǭ�BǭǭPǳEBCǲF��BǬǬFTTǯCǲF�FEVǬBǴǯPO�BOE�ǯTTVFT�Pǭ�ǲǯOFBǳ�TǴǳVǬǴVǳFE�
ǲFBǳOǯOǮ�TǶTǴFNT��7IF�BǬǴǯǵǯǴFT�ǯO�PVǳ�XPǳǱTIPQT�XFǳF�ǭPǳNFE�BǯNǯOǮ�
ǯOǴFǳBǬǴǯǵǯǴǶ�BOE�NVǴVBǲ�ǲFBǳOǯOǮ��QBǳǴǯǬǯQBOǴT�XFǳF�BCǲF�ǴP�ǲFBǳO�ǭǳPN�FBǬI�
PǴIFǳ�XIǯǲF�ǬǳFBǴǯOǮ�BǳǴ�ǭǳFFǲǶ�

$OPǴIFǳ�ǯTTVF�ǯO�'PO�%PTǬP�XBT�BǲTP�ǴIF�ǲBǬǱ�Pǭ�ǬǳPTT�ǮFOFǳBǴǯPOBǲ�
FOǮBǮFNFOǴ�Ȉ�ǶPVǴI�QBǳǴǯǬǯQBǴǯPO��:ǯǴI�ǴIF�XPǳǱTIPQT��ǱǯET��ǴFFOT�BOE�FǲEFǳT�
ǯOǴFǳBǬǴFE�XǯǴI�FBǬI�PǴIFǳ�BOE�ǬǳFBǴFE�ǴPǮFǴIFǳ�ǴP�CǳFBǱ�ǴIF�ǯEFB�Pǭ�ǭBǯǲVǳF��
:F�IBE�QBǳǴǯǬǯQBOǴT�ǭǳPN�Bǲǲ�BǮFT��ǶPVOǮFTǴ�ǭǯǵF�BOE�PǲEFTǴ�TFǵFOǴǶ��
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)PǳNǯOǮ�B�TBǭF�TQBǬF�ǴP�
ǬǳFBǴF�XǯǴIPVǴ�QǳFTTVǳF

+FǳF�BǳF�XIBǴ�ǶPV�OFFE�ǭPǳ�B�
ǭBǯǲǯOǮ�ǭǳFF�EǳBXǯOǮ�XPǳǱTIPQ�

ŀ�ǦPǲPǳǯOǮ�QFOǬǯǲT
ŀ�0BǳǱFǳT
��2ǴIFǳ�NFEǯVNT
ŀ�*VǯEFE�XPǳǱTIFFǴT
ŀ�6PNF�NVTǯǬ
ŀ�/PǴT�Pǭ�QBQFǳ

7IF�QFQǲF�XIP�TIPVǲE�ǮFǴ�ǯOǵPǲǵFE�
BǳF�
ŀ�7FFOBǮFǳT
ŀ�ǨǯET
ŀ�$EVǲǴT
��(ǲEFǳT

,NQPǳǴBOǴ�QBǳǴOFǳT�BǳF�
ŀ�/PǬBǲ�PǳǮBOǯTBǴǯPOT�ǭPǳ�ǳFBǬIǯOǮ�
ǴIF�ǬPNNVOǯǴǯFT
ŀ�ǦBǭFȈ%BǳT�Pǳ�1*2T�ǭPǳ�TQBǬF
ŀ�6QPOTPǳT��BTTPǬǯBǴǯPOT�ǭPǳ�
CVEǮFǴ

7P�TǴBǳǴ�Pǭ�ǶPVǳ�XPǳǱTIPQ��ǶPV�
OFFE�ǴP�BEǰVTǴ�ǴIF�ǳǯǮIǴ�NǯOETFǴ��
0BǱF�TVǳF�ǴIBǴ�QFPQǲF�BǳF�
ǬPNǭPǳǴBCǲF��ǭFFǲ�XFǲǬPNFE�ǯO�ǴIF�
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TQBǬF��BOE�BǳF�ǳFBEǶ�ǴP�FYQǲPǳF�
ǴIFǯǳ�CPVOEǳǯFT��$O�ǯOǴǳPEVǬǴǯǵF�
TQFFǬI�FYQǲBǯOǯOǮ�ǴIF�EBǶŃT�BǮFOEB�
ǬBO�CF�IFǲQǭVǲ�ǴP�TFǴ�FYQFǬǴBǴǯPOT�
BOE�BǲǲPX�QFPQǲF�ǴP�PQFO�VQ�ǴP�
ǯOǴǳPEVǬF�ǴIFNTFǲǵFT��6ǴBǳǴǯOǮ�
XǯǴI�ǯǬF�CǳFBǱFǳ�FYFǳǬǯTFT��ǶPV�ǬBO�
CVǯǲE�VQ�ǴIF�FOFǳǮǶ�ǯO�ǴIF�ǳPPN�
BOE�ǬǳFBǴF�ǶPVǳ�ǰVEǮFNFOǴ�ǭǳFF�[POF�

8TF�ǮVǯEFE�XPǳǱTIFFǴT�ǴP�
EǯǳFǬǴ�ǴIF�ǯOǴFǳBǬǴǯPOT�
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ǴIǯOǱǯOǮ�Pǭ�ǶPVǳ�ǭPǬVT�ǮǳPVQT�
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Student Team
Paulina Eberhardt, Anna Schuierer

Partner
O"cineVispa, Donne Nissà, Cooltour, Schlössl Mühle
Municipality of Bolzano–Bozen (U"cio Famiglia, Donna, Gioventù e Promozione sociale)
Other partners

Teaching Team
Karl Emilio Pircher  (Object–Spaces–Services)
Kris Krois (Communication–Interaction–Services)
Secil Ugur Yavuz (Design Research)

Creando una cultura 
dell’unione e  
della condivisione

Un forno di pietra nel giardino 
comunitario dietro la storica Casa 
Semirurale di don Bosco è il fulcro  
del nostro progetto. Con l’aiuto di  
alcune organizzazioni e degli abitanti  
del quartiere di don Bosco, abbiamo  
la volontà di organizzare incontri 
mensili nei quali insegnare il processo 
di panificazione. Il nostro obbiettivo è 
quello di incentivare l’aggregazione  
della comunità, lo scambio interculturale 
e la condivisione tra i residenti.

#design-eco-sociale #fareilpane 
#condividereilpane

Creating a culture  
of sharing  
and togetherness

A stone oven in the community garden 
behind the historically valuable 
Casa Semirurale in don Bosco is the 
basis of our project. With the help of 
organisations and the neighbourhood 
of don Bosco, we create monthly bread 
baking meetings that provide space for 
community, intercultural exchange and 
a culture of sharing and togetherness.

#ecosocialdesign #makingbread
#sharingbread

compane
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Company through Bread

Compane as a project aims to bring people from di#erent cultures 
and ages together by baking bread. Bread is a fundamental element in all 
cultures, ancient and modern. It has a high historical and symbolic value. Its 
consumption has always been a symbolic act of sharing and togetherness. 
Additionally, bread consists of only a few ingredients and is easy to make. 
Access to bread is very low-threshold and almost everyone has a connection 
to it, whether through production or consumption.

»All utopians should 
consider the question of 
daily bread«
Kropotkin & Mümken 
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$ kneading the 
dough together in the 
semirurale garden 

A stone oven in the community garden next to the last Casa semirurale in don 
Bosco is the basis of our project. The garden o#ers space to grow vegetables, 
fruits and herbs, while supporting intersections of di#erent cultures. 

Our project is based on the concept of forni sociali: There was a time 
in rural Italy when families gathered at the village oven to bake bread and 
pizza. It was not only a form of subsistence, but a way of being together within 
the community. Over the years, the ovens were destroyed by earthquakes and 
floods, or they were simply left to their own devices and became obsolete due 
to industrialization. Through a new generation that seeks an education on food 
linked to sustainability, social ovens are more and more brought back to life.
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The stone oven in the garden was rarely used. For our project, it provides the 
perfect already existing infrastructure and a great opportunity for organizing 
monthly bread baking events, together with the people from the garden and 
the neighbourhood of don Bosco. These events are the basis of a regular 
(intercultural) exchange, a coming together and getting to know each other.

In addition, the garden o#ers the chance to learn more about 
gardening, planting and biodiversity. The awareness of which ingredients 
we are consuming and going back to simplicity is not just a side e#ect of the 
project, but a goal we strive for.

Creating together

We tried to apply the philosophy of using as much as possible of what 
was already available in all areas. Based on this, the visual identity will also 
be co-designed with the participants. The simplicity and primitive principle of 
our concept should be reflected in drawings and handwritten letters with the 
cooled coal from the stone oven. 
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THE RESEARCH TOOLS & THE 
DESIGN PROCESS

Our research process was built on two pillars. On the one hand, we conducted 
research in the field by talking to the neighbourhood of don Bosco, di#erent 
organisations and bread or oven experts.

Based on a poster survey, we found out that some neighbours 
already know each other, but they have no reason to meet and no overlap 
with each other. For the next step, we tried to understand how residents 
perceive don Bosco. Spending time there, inviting the people passing by 
for hot wine and cookies, we managed to have deep conversations with the 
neighbourhood. Starting with the icebreaker question “Do you feel at home in 
don Bosco?”, we got many insights on how people experience the social life 
in don Bosco. It became clear that they need a place to go to and a personal 
output. This led us to our main research question: How can we bring the 
neighbours of don Bosco together in one place? 

Talking to O"cine Vispa as our partner, we stumbled over the 
Semirurale community garden. Besides learning more about the situation of 
the garden and the background of the people, we discovered the stone oven, 
which in the end made us think about bread as a very simple, primitive tool to 
bring people together while creating something to share and take home.

How can we bring the 
neighbours of 

don Bosco together 
in one place?
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1. intervention % poster survey

2. intervention % get into conversation with the people
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& Impressions of the Semirurale 
garden and the stone oven
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The oven as a social connector

From that moment on, we focused on the oven as a 
place to bring people together. Building on the previous 
research results, we started experimenting with a smaller 
amount of participants, gaining  knowledge about the 
oven, and starting collecting intercultural recipes. Getting 
in contact with the multilingual target group, we learned 
that we should focus on non-verbal communication. 

The presented field research steps built on 
each other. However, they were also accompanied and 
complemented by ongoing theoretical research. We 
tried to acquire background  knowledge regarding the 
historical ethics of bread, fermentation as a metaphor 
for the co-existence of di#erent living and non-living 
beings, the concept of social ovens and bread as a social 
connector in all its diversity.

»Bread has always been  
a communal a#air, from baking 
in communal ovens to sharing 
large loaves of bread«
Scott Cutler Shershow 
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OPEN DESIGN 
MANUAL

Creating a culture of  
sharing and togetherness 
through bread

What does it take to gather  
people around an oven for making 
bread together?
– oven
– firewood
– (bread) dough
– participants

The people who should get  
involved are:
– someone who knows how to use    
   the oven
– try to reach as many diverse target   
   groups as possible

Important partners are:
– organisations/individuals providing      
   an oven and a place to meet 
– local community groups
– local wood producers & mills

The basic idea of the project is very 
simple and can be implemented 
in any imaginable size and form. 
In our case, the basis for this was 
initially created by our contact 
person Hilary Solly as representative 

Transforming the City by Care 2Free University of Bozen–Bolzano

of the Organsiation Donne Nissà, 
which manages and organizes the 
garden where the oven is located. In 
general, however, all that is needed 
to implement a community oven, is 
an oven in a place that is accessible 
to as many people as possible. In 
our case, due to the pandemic, all 
participants have to bring their own 
dough. A much better experience 
would be, to make di#erent doughs 
together, while learning from 
each other. Thus, flour donations 
of local mills can be very helpful 
and educating at the same time. 
Additionally, wood scraps from a 
local wood producer would be a 
sustainable and productive source 
for lighting the fire.
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How to bring it to life?

1) find an oven in an open space, 
where people can meet 

2) build a network between 
organisations, neighbours, 
associations, wood producers,  
mills, schools, refugees and  
whoever could be included 

3) include as many participants  
as possible from the beginning  
of the process to build up a 
community together 

4) distribute roles and finds out where 
everyone can and wants to make 
their contribution in the project 

5) bake together, exchange recipes, 
try, talk, laugh and have fun!
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FARSI  LUOGO

Transforming the City by Care 2

Laura Bordini, Sarah Danièl Doetsch, María Eugenia González De Quevedo

Il futuro di piazza Don Bosco
The future of Piazza Don Bosco
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FARSI LUOGO

Partners
2ਜ਼FLQH9LVSD
IPES
$OHV�&DVWHOODQR

Teaching Team
.DUO�(PLOLR�3LUFKHU���2EMHFWۙ6SDFHVۙ6HUYLFHV�
.ULV�.URLV��&RPPXQLFDWLRQۙ,QWHUDFWLRQۙ6HUYLFHV�
6HFLO�8JXU�<DYX]��'HVLJQ�5HVHDUFK�

Student Team
/DXUD�%RUGLQL��6DUDK�'DQLªO�'RHWVFK��0DU¯D�(XJHQLD�*RQ]£OH]�'H�ॠHYHGR

Il futuro di piazza Don Bosco

Farsi Luogo è un’espressione poetica 
per descrivere l’obbiettivo del nostro 
ĠģĕîãĭĭĕƻǰSİãħĭĕǰĭãģčöĎãǰħöîĎöŔÙÍǰ
diventare, creare, essere parte del 
proprio luogo. 
Farsi luogo è un progetto riferito a 
Piazza Don Bosco, il cuore del quartiere 
italiano a Bolzano. 

#design-eco-sociale #piazza 
#comunità

The future of Piazza Don Bosco

Farsi Luogo is a poetic expression to 
describe the goal of our project.  
It means to become, to create, to be part 
of one’s place. 
Farsi Luogo is a project that refers to 
Piazza Don Bosco, the heart of the Italian 
neighbourhood in Bolzano.  

#ecosocialdesign #square
#community
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The development of the project

The awareness that well-structured public spaces have the power to 
gather people allowed us to understand the potential of Piazza Don Bosco.
Empty places represent an opportunity for transformation.

öĭöŊãĎħǰÍģãǰĕɃãĎǰíÍÙãßǰĿöĭóǰÙĕćßǰĠİØćöÙǰħĠÍÙãħǰĭóÍĭǰÍģãǰčĕģãǰßãħöîĎãßǰ
for passing by than for living in them. This is the case of Piazza Don Bosco, 
previously the heart of Bolzano’s Italian neighbourhood, in which people used to 
ÙĕĎĎãÙĭǰÍĎßǰħóÍģãƻǰ�İĭǰĿóãĎǰÍĎǰÍģÙóöĭãÙĭǰöħǰŔĎÍććŅǰÍĠĠĕöĎĭãßǰíĕģǰöčĠģĕľöĎîǰöĭƼǰ
the neighbours’ opinions are not considered despite being the most interested 
ħĭÍĄãóĕćßãģħǰÍĎßǰĭóãǰčĕħĭǰÍőãÙĭãßǰØŅǰĭóãǰĕİĭÙĕčãƻǰ^óöħǰĠģĕāãÙĭǰÍöčħǰĭĕǰîöľãǰ
voice to citizens so they get to express opinions early in the urban design process.

»Designing squares is highly political. It 
requires public pressure. It regards mobility, 
FXOWXUH��DUࡪLWHFWXUH��HFRQRPLFV�DQG�HFRORJ\m

Professor in “Basics of landscape ecology” Stephan Zerbe
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FİģǰĠģĕāãÙĭǰĭĕĕĄǰĭóãǰčĕħĭǰóöîóćöîóĭãßǰĭĕĠöÙħǰ
by participants and translated them into concrete visual 
ħÙãĎÍģöĕħƻǰ^óãǰßãħöîĎħǰĿãģãǰĠģãħãĎĭãßǰöĎǰĭóãǰíĕģčǰĕíǰŔľãǰ
posters, each representing one of the most discussed 
desires: more water, green spaces, shade, play and the 
opportunity of socialisation. Passers-by had the opportunity 
to express their opinion by voting on the preferred proposals 
and leaving comments. This activated the citizens and 
óĕĠãíİććŅǰĿöććǰöĎħĠöģãǰíİĭİģãǰĠģĕāãÙĭħƻ

Farsi Luogo is inspired by the voices of citizens 
ÙĕććãÙĭãßǰöĎǰĭóãǰĠģãľöĕİħǰQöÍŊŊÍĭöǰĠģĕāãÙĭƻǰ^óöħǰãÍģćöãģǰ
research was also developed by master’s students from 
the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano to understand what 
residents' needs and wishes are for the future of the Piazza.

ȖǰQóĕĭĕħǰĕíǰQöÍŊŊÍǰ�ĕĎǰ
Bosco
Ȝǰ�ãģöÍćǰħóĕĭǰĕíǰQöÍŊŊÍǰ
Don Bosco
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Participatory event 

The research intervention was made in situ for obtaining input from the 
ģãîİćÍģǰİħãģħǰĕíǰQöÍŊŊÍǰ�ĕĎǰ�ĕħÙĕƻǰ�ǰØöîǰĿĕĕßãĎǰħĭģİÙĭİģãǰĿÍħǰĠćÍÙãßǰĎãÍģǰĕĎãǰĕíǰ
the main entrances to the square, a location where most paths would cross. 

During the survey, the preferences of citizens were mapped by age 
îģĕİĠǰĭĕǰÙĕčĠÍģãǰĭóãǰľÍćİãħƼǰĎããßħƼǰÙĕĎÙãģĎħƼǰÍĎßǰßãħöģãħǰĕíǰĭóãǰßöőãģãĎĭǰ
generations, which diverge in their expectations and uses of public spaces. In 
addition, conversations were held with the participants, that provided further 
insights and qualitative data through short and unstructured interviews. 

THE RESEARCH TOOLS & THE 
DESIGN PROCESS

Ȝǰ�öííãģãĎĭǰÙĕćĕİģãßǰ
stickers by age group
ȚǰQóĕĭĕħǰĭÍĄãĎǰßİģöĎîǰ
the survey

-14 15-24 25-39 40-59 60+
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ȚȘǰíöľãǰĠóĕĭĕčĕĎĭÍîãħǰ
as different visions for 
the piazza

The photomontages of Piazza Don 
Bosco were created to represent 
concrete scenarios that relate to the 
most mentioned topics in the survey of 
Piazzati (nature, play, urban furniture 
and connection). These designs were 
then presented as posters during a 
participatory event that was meant to 
get feedback and start conversations 
about the past, present, and future of 
the square.

^óãǰŔľãǰĠģĕĠĕħÍćħǰĿãģãǰßãħöîĎãßǰ
with a certain degree of abstraction, 
in a friendly and comic-like style, to 
generate an inclusive debate that 
would leave room for imagination and 
ÙóÍĎîãƻǰ*íǰĠãģíãÙĭćŅǰŔĎöħóãßǰģãĎßãģħǰ
would have been shown instead, 
citizens would have focused on the 
design details rather than on the 
concepts behind the images.
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Artifacts and probes

The structure and posters themselves became an artifact for initiating 
ßöÍćĕîİãħƻǰ�ćħĕƼǰĠĕħĭÙÍģßħǰĿãģãǰĠģöĎĭãßǰÍħǰÍǰîöľãǘÍĿÍŅƻǰ^óöħǰĠģĕØãǰĿÍħǰčãÍĎĭǰĭĕǰ
be perceived as a “playful provocation” and as a souvenir for participants. They 
expressed an intention of continuing the discussion and participation process 
ãľãĎǰÍɃãģǰĭóãǰħİģľãŅƻǰ

Moreover, the designed urban elements were 3D printed and displayed 
next to a model of the square that invited people to “create their own Piazza 
�ĕĎǰ�ĕħÙĕǣƻǰ^óöħǰöĎĭãģÍÙĭöľãǰîÍčãǰĿÍħǰÙģãÍĭãßǰíĕģǰãńĠãģöãĎÙöĎîǰĭóãǰßöőãģãĎĭǰ
proposals beyond the visual, in a tactile way. It also empowered to make urban 
planning decisions such as which elements to add and how to arrange them. 

ȖǰĕćĕİģíİććǰħĭöÙĄãģħǰ
used for the voting 
and together with the 
postcards also could be 
taken home
Ȝǰǰ^óãǰíćŅãģǰĠģãħãĎĭħǰĭóãǰ
collected insights
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“Vedere che voi giovani vi date da fare con queste iniziative ci da forza, in 
particolare a noi anziani, per credere che le cose possono migliorare.”

“To see that the young generation is getting involved in this kind of 
initiatives gives us elderly the strenght to believe that things can get better.”

“Questa iniziativa deve essere costruttiva, sono tre anni che parliamo ma 
nessuno ha ancora fatto nulla. La piazza é bellissima, é un peccato vederla in 
questo stato. Speriamo di vedere presto una delle vostre proposte realizzate.”

“This initative should be constructive. Three years have passed talking 
about this, but no one has done anything yet. The Piazza is beautiful, it is a shame 
to have it like this. Let’s hope that we will see one of this great proposals happen soon”

٘6DUHEEH�RUDࡪ�H�OD�UHQGHVVHUR�SL»�EHOOD�ٙ

٘,W�LV�WLPH�WKDW�WKH\�PDNH�WKLV�QLFHU�ٙ

“Perché questi spazi comuni sono vuoti? Ci sono molte iniziative in corso ma 
ħĕĎĕǰĠãģǰćĕǰĠöĵǰÙĕħãǰãŒčãģãǰÙóãǰßİģÍĎĕǰİĎǰîöĕģĎĕǰĕǰßİãƻǰXĕĎĕǰöĎĭãģãħħÍĎĭöƼǰčÍǰ
spesso raccontano la storia del passato, non del presente. Quello che serve è un 
cambiamento più radicale.”

“Why are these common spaces empty? There are many initiatives 
happening, but they are most ephemeral things that last a day or two. They are 
öĎĭãģãħĭöĎîƼǰØİĭǰĕɃãĎǰĭóãŅǰĭãććǰĭóãǰħĭĕģŅǰĕíǰĭóãǰĠÍħĭǰƼǰĎĕĭǰĕíǰĭóãǰĠģãħãĎĭƻǰmóÍĭǰöħǰ
needed is a more radical change.”

 “Siamo qua da 30 anni e non ci conosciamo neanche. C’è bisogno di cambiare. 
È bello vedere che qualcuno sta facendo qualcosa ”

“We have lived here for 30 years and we don’t even know each other. 
We have to change that. It is nice to see that someone is doing something.”

ȖǰXĕčãǰľĕöÙãħǰĕíǰĭóãǰĎãöîóØĕİģóĕĕß
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Piazza Don Bosco

Santa Maria

FARSI LUOGO

Farsi Luogo is a poetic expression to 
describe the goal of our project. It means to 
become, to create, to be part of one’s place.  
 
Farsi Luogo refers to Piazza Don Bosco, the 
heart of the Italian neighborhood in Bolzano.

Starting from last year ’s results through the 
Piazzati project, we wanted to deepen the 
needs and desires of the community.  
 
Based on this, we created five photomon-
tages to propose concrete visions to the 
residents on which they could express 
their opinion. After a two-day feedback 
session, we evaluated the neighborhood’s 
preferences and mapped them by age 
group.
The graphical representation of the 
survey result is showing that the majority 
of passersby who participated in our 
survey were over 60 years old. It is also 
noticeable that both the youngest and 
older participants preferred the vision of 
adding more green to the piazza combined 
with water.

Tavolo conviviale

Tavolo conviviale

King Kong

King Kong

Onda
Amaca di Bosco

Onda

Specchio d’acqua

Specchio d’acqua

OBJECTS (12)

NATURE (51)

WATER (18)

URBAN FURNITURE (16)

PLAY (25)

CONNECTION (13)

*Survey resul ts  f rom Piazzat i  2021

2 days - 8 hours - 48 people - 81 votes

Preferred intervention by age group in 
relation to the percentage of participants:

Number of votes for the respective 
intervention:

GREEN (33)

28
21

18
11

3

60+

40-59

15-24

25-39

-14

The Future of  Piazza Don Bosco

 

THE FUTURE OF PIAZZA DON BOSCO

Laura Bordin i
Sarah Danièl  Doetsch

María Eugenia Gonzales De Quevedo

Transforming the Ci ty  by Care 2

Master  in Eco-Social  Design

WS 2021/2022

“Why are these common spaces empty? 
There are many initiatives happening, but 
they are most ephemeral things that last a 
day or two. They are interesting, but often 
they tell the story of the past, not of the 
present. What is needed is a more radical 
change.”  

*neighbour of Don Bosco

“Perché questi spazi comuni sono vuoti? Ci sono 
molte iniziative in corso ma sono per lo più 
cose effimere che durano un giorno o due. Sono 
interessanti, ma spesso raccontano la storia del 
passato, non del presente. Quello che serve è un 
cambiamento più radicale.”

*vicino di Don Bosco
Tavolo conviviale

King Kong

Onda

Amaca di Bosco

Specchio d’acqua

Ȗǰ!ģĕĎĭǰÍĎßǰØÍÙĄǰĕíǰĭóãǰħİģľãŅǰĕİĭÙĕčãǰíćŅãģ
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^óãǰĕİĭÙĕčãħǰÍĎßǰŔĎÍćǰĭóĕİîóĭħ

�ɃãģǰĕİģǰħİģľãŅƼǰĭóãǰÙĕććãÙĭãßǰßÍĭÍǰíģĕčǰĭóöħǰĭĿĕǘßÍŅǰħãħħöĕĎǰĿÍħǰ
analysed. On the one hand, the coloured stickers provided information on the 
preferred intervention by age group and on the percentage of participation each 
proposal represented. Participation was highest in the 60+ age group, perhaps 
ßİãǰĭĕǰĭóãǰíÍÙĭǰĭóÍĭǰĭóãǰöĎĭãģľãĎĭöĕĎǰĿÍħǰóãćßǰĕĎǰĭóãǰŔģħĭǰßÍŅǰßİģöĎîǰĿĕģĄǰÍĎßǰ
school hours, so this space tends to be frequented by people of this age, and 
younger people were generally more rushed at this time of day. The number of 
votes for each proposal went into the overall ranking. The proposal with water, 
shade and greenery was not only the overall favourite, but was also preferred by 
the 0-14, 15-24 and 60+ age groups.

^óãǰħİģľãŅǰßÍĭÍǰĿÍħǰĠģãħãĎĭãßǰîģÍĠóöÙÍććŅǰÍĎßǰÍǰŕŅãģǰĿÍħǰĠģöĎĭãßǰ
ĿöĭóǰĭóãǰöĎĭãĎĭöĕĎǰÍĎßǰģãħİćĭǰĕíǰĕİģǰĠģĕāãÙĭƻǰ*ĎǰÍßßöĭöĕĎƼǰĿãǰčÍßãǰÍǰľößãĕǰĭĕǰ
give impressions of the survey and some comments from the residents of the 
neighbourhood. Both will be then handed over to the responsible authorities and 
öĎħĭöĭİĭöĕĎħǰĭóÍĭǰĿöććǰÙÍģģŅǰĕİĭǰĭóãǰĠģĕāãÙĭǰĿöĭóǰĭóãǰöĎĭãĎĭöĕĎǰĭĕǰöĎŕİãĎÙãǰĭóãǰ
ØģöãŔĎîǰÍĎßǰßãÙöħöĕĎħǰĕíǰĭóãǰÙĕččöħħöĕĎãßǰÍģÙóöÙĭãÙĭƻ

ǆ�ħǰĿãǰĠģãħãĎĭãßǰĕİģǰĠģĕāãÙĭǰĭĕîãĭóãģǰĿöĭóǰĭóãǰħİģľãŅǰÍģĭãíÍÙĭħǰöĎǰĭóãǰ
exhibition “Gäste - Ospiti - Guests”, visitors had the opportunity to vote on their 
favourite proposals. This led to new survey outcomes, but they are not really 
ßöőãģãĎĭǰíģĕčǰĭóãǰĠģãľöĕİħǰĕĎãħƻ

ȖǰXİģľãŅǰĕİĭÙĕčãħǰöĎÙćİßöĎîǰĭóãǰģãħİćĭħǰÍíĭãģǰĭóãǰ"F"ǰãńóöØöĭöĕĎǰȖ

3 days - 12 hours -  ~57 people - 109 votes
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Blessing Yen, Emma Fourie, Erika Braccini

Coltivare funghi insieme alla 
comunità, e costruire la comunità 
attraverso i funghi

Growing mushrooms through 
community, and community through 
mushrooms
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CRESCERE INSIEME
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Coltivare funghi insieme 
alla comunità, e costruire la 
comunità attraverso i funghi

KIN è un programma per avviare piccole 
fattorie di funghi di proprietà in città, 
gestite dalla comunità, che avvicina le 
persone alla natura e tra di loro.

#ecosocialdesign #economiacircolare 
#communità #benicomuni #parentela  
#kinnection

Growing mushrooms through 
community, and community 
through mushrooms

KIN is a program to start small community-
owned and operated mushroom farms in 
urban spaces that brings people closer to 
nature and to each other.

#ecosocialdesign #circulareconomy 
#community #commoning #kinship 
#kinnection
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KIN is a program for starting small community-owned and operated mushroom farms in 
urban spaces that brings people closer to nature and to each other. It’s also meant to be 
a catalyst for alternative economies and food sovereignty by empowering communities 
to grow their own food. Our vision is to see little mushroom farms fill apartment buildings 
and abandoned spaces all over Don Bosco, and that each one is a source of food, 
pleasure, and conviviality for the neighborhood.

KIN builds a practice of commoning and care: participants come together to create 
hyperlocal mushroom farms through our workshops and our care workbook. They then 
share in the growing, care, harvest, and enjoyment of the mushrooms as a community. 
The mushrooms are grown mostly in co!ee waste, so we’re also able to create a circular, 
regenerative system producing new value while reducing waste and providing food for 
the community, grown by the community.

�������	�����	�
��	�����

���
PXVKURRP�IDUPV�आOO�DSDUWPHQW�
EXLOGLQJV�DQG�DEDQGRQHG�VSDFHV�DOO�
RYHU�'RQ�%RVFR��DQG�WKDW�HDࡪ�RQH�
LV�D�VRXUFH�RI�IRRG��SOHDVXUH��DQG�
FRQYLYLDOLW\�IRU�WKH�QHLJKERUKRRG��m

Ț Pink oyster mushrooms 
growing in coffee grounds 
and straw, using a recycled 
construction bucket.

Ț Ț Straw and grain spawn 
for growing mushrooms.

Mushroom grow

We developed and tested our own recipe and simple-to-follow steps for growing 
mushrooms at home with as many recycled components as possible, including co!ee 
grounds from local co!ee bars and old construction buckets to grow the mushrooms 
in. Our team began by proving the viability of growing in recycled co!ee with an 
experimental grow of our own using co!ee, straw, and mushroom grain spawn for pink 
oyster and shiitake mushrooms. We started with 12 buckets, and saw an approximately 
50% success rate for healthy fruiting mushrooms. Our team is now embarking on a 
second grow with a group of participants who are connected with the Semirurali Garden 
and living in Don Bosco. 
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Workshops

The KIN program is materialized through a series of workshops: an introduction, a 
kicko!, and a harvest. The workshops are part education and part direct experience with 
nurture, care, and commoning. Once participants have been introduced to the process, 
we co-design the specifics to meet their group’s needs, including responsibilities and 
rules of collaboration. In this way, we orient ourselves towards sharing “work” joyfully and 
commoning as a practice. The workshops are also moments of conviviality where we are 
able to gather and create shared in-person experiences across cultures, families, and 
di!erent generations.

Care book

A final component of our project is an accompanying workbook. The KIN mushroom 
care book is comprised of three parts. It includes instructions for entire grow cycle of 
the mushroom, from preparing the growing medium through harvest. It also includes 
reflections for individual participants: through the medium of mushrooms, we’re also 
able to reflect on what we can learn from nature about cooperation and mutualistic 
interspecies living.  

And finally, the care book also includes activities which are meant to extend the 
communal aspects of the program and create additional encounters amongst the 
participants, as well as between the participants and their own “kin” of families, 
neighbors, and friends who might not already be engaged with nature on a regular basis. 
In this way, we hope that the impacts and learnings of the workshop might ripple out and 
begin to build our collective sense of connection to nature and the broader community.

Kin by definition means “one’s relatives.” – those you have 
commitments to, that you take risks for, those that you care for. In 
the past, it was a word and concept that only signified close family 
and blood ties. Our project looks to expand beyond that.

“By kin I mean those who have an enduring mutual, 
obligatory, non-optional, you-can’t-just-cast-that-away-
when-it-gets-inconvenient, enduring relatedness that carries 
consequences. It’s not necessarily to be biologically related... 
If I am kin with the human and more-than-human beings 
of the Monterey Bay area, then I have accountabilities and 
obligations and pleasures that are di!erent than if I cared 
about another place.”  – Donna Haraway, author of Staying 
with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene

KIN in this context is about the ability to see our collective fates 
as intertwined. By making our interrelatedness more visible, both 
with one another and with other living things, we begin to care 
more deeply.

ȔCo-design ideation 
session on how to make 
the mushroom buckets 
together.

Ț Top view of oyster 
mushrooms before-
harvest..

Ț Ț KIN care book with 
instructions and activities.
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KIN è un programma per avviare piccole coltivazioni di funghi in città gestite dalla 
comunità, per incoraggiare le persone ad avvicinarsi alla natura e tra di loro. Il progetto 
ha lo scopo di essere un catalizzatore di economie alternative, dando alla comunità la 
possibilità di coltivare il proprio cibo. La nostra visione futura è di vedere il quartiere Don 
Bosco pieno di piccole fattorie di funghi in ogni condominio, e che ognuna sia una fonte di 
cibo, piacere e convivialità per tutto il quartiere.

KIN si presta a costruire una pratica di comunità e attenzione: i partecipanti si 
riuniscono per iniziare coltivazioni locali di funghi usando il nostro manuale di cura e poi 
condividendo le coltivazioni fatte, la cura, la raccolta e il piacere dei funghi come una 
comunità. I funghi sono coltivati per lo più negli scarti del ca!è, quindi siamo anche in 
grado di creare un sistema circolare e rigenerativo che produce valore riducendo i rifiuti 
e fornendo cibo per la comunità, coltivato dalla comunità.

������	��������	�����
���������
YHGHUH�SLFFROH�IDWWRULH�GL�IXQJKL�
ULHPSLUH�FRQGRPLQL�H�VSD]L�
DEEDQGRQDWL�LQ�'RQ�%RVFR��Hࡪ�H�
RJQXQR�VLD�XQD�IRQWH�GL�FLER��SLDFHUH�
H�FRQYLYLDOLW¢�SHU�LO�TXDUWLHUH��m

Partecipante impengato in 
un’attività per rompere il 
ghiaccio per conoscere gli 
altri presenti al laboratorio..

Ț Presentatrici all’azione.

Ț Ț Tra le prime 
partecipanti e anche le più 
attive.

Coltivazione dei funghi

Abbiamo sviluppato e testato la nostra ricetta e i semplici passi da seguire per coltivare 
i funghi a casa con il maggior numero possibile di componenti riciclati. Abbiamo anche 
dimostrato la fattibilità di coltivare funghi in contenitori riciclati, come per esempio dei 
secchi e con fondi di ca!è, i quali sono stati riciclati presso bar locali. Siamo riuscite a 
produrre 12 secchi con una percentuale di successo del 50% circa. Il nostro team si sta 
ora imbarcando in una seconda coltivazione con un gruppo di partecipanti che per lo più 
vivono a Don Bosco e che sono collegati con l’orto urbano delle Semirurali.
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KIN è un programma per avviare piccole coltivazioni di funghi in città gestite dalla 
comunità, per incoraggiare le persone ad avvicinarsi alla natura e tra di loro. Il progetto 
ha lo scopo di essere un catalizzatore di economie alternative, dando alla comunità la 
possibilità di coltivare il proprio cibo. La nostra visione futura è di vedere il quartiere Don 
Bosco pieno di piccole fattorie di funghi in ogni condominio, e che ognuna sia una fonte di 
cibo, piacere e convivialità per tutto il quartiere.

KIN si presta a costruire una pratica di comunità e attenzione: i partecipanti si 
riuniscono per iniziare coltivazioni locali di funghi usando il nostro manuale di cura e poi 
condividendo le coltivazioni fatte, la cura, la raccolta e il piacere dei funghi come una 
comunità. I funghi sono coltivati per lo più negli scarti del ca!è, quindi siamo anche in 
grado di creare un sistema circolare e rigenerativo che produce valore riducendo i rifiuti 
e fornendo cibo per la comunità, coltivato dalla comunità.

������	��������	�����
���������
YHGHUH�SLFFROH�IDWWRULH�GL�IXQJKL�
ULHPSLUH�FRQGRPLQL�H�VSD]L�
DEEDQGRQDWL�LQ�'RQ�%RVFR��Hࡪ�H�
RJQXQR�VLD�XQD�IRQWH�GL�FLER��SLDFHUH�
H�FRQYLYLDOLW¢�SHU�LO�TXDUWLHUH��m

Partecipante impengato in 
un’attività per rompere il 
ghiaccio per conoscere gli 
altri presenti al laboratorio..

Ț Presentatrici all’azione.

Ț Ț Tra le prime 
partecipanti e anche le più 
attive.

Coltivazione dei funghi

Abbiamo sviluppato e testato la nostra ricetta e i semplici passi da seguire per coltivare 
i funghi a casa con il maggior numero possibile di componenti riciclati. Abbiamo anche 
dimostrato la fattibilità di coltivare funghi in contenitori riciclati, come per esempio dei 
secchi e con fondi di ca!è, i quali sono stati riciclati presso bar locali. Siamo riuscite a 
produrre 12 secchi con una percentuale di successo del 50% circa. Il nostro team si sta 
ora imbarcando in una seconda coltivazione con un gruppo di partecipanti che per lo più 
vivono a Don Bosco e che sono collegati con l’orto urbano delle Semirurali.
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Il laboratorio

Il programma è costituito da una serie di laboratori: laboratorio d’introduzione, 
uno d’inizio della coltivazione e infine uno per il  raccolto. I laboratori sono in parte 
educazione e in parte esperienza diretta con il nutrimento, la cura e la condivisione. 
Una volta che i partecipanti sono stati introdotti al processo, progettiamo insieme 
per accogliere le esigenze del gruppo, comprese le responsabilità e le regole di 
collaborazione. In questo modo, ci orientiamo verso la condivisione del “lavoro” con 
gioia e la comunalità come pratica. I laboratori sono anche momenti di convivialità 
dove è possibile riunirci per creare momenti di condivisione attraverso le culture e le 
generazioni..

Il manuale per la cura

Il componente finale del nostro progetto è il manuale di cura. Il manuale KIN, è composto 
da tre parti. Include istruzioni per l’intero ciclo di crescita del fungo, dalla preparazione 
del terreno di coltura alla raccolta. 

Include anche riflessioni per i singoli partecipanti: attraverso il mezzo dei funghi, siamo 
anche in grado di riflettere su ciò che possiamo imparare dalla natura sulla cooperazione 
e la vita mutualistica tra le specie.  

Infine, nel manuale sono incluse attività che hanno lo scopo di estendere gli aspetti 
comunitari del programma e creare ulteriori incontri tra i partecipanti, così come tra 
i partecipanti e i loro “parenti”, in modo che gli apprendimenti appresi dal laboratorio 
possano propagarsi e iniziare a costruire un senso collettivo di connessione con la 
natura e i nostri vicini.

Kin significa “i propri parenti”. Quelli con cui ti prendi impegni, 
per cui si rischia, di cui ci si prende cura. In passato, ha sempre 
significato famiglia stretta e legami di sangue. Questo progetto 
cerca di espandere questa definizione.

“Per parenti intendo coloro che hanno un legame duraturo, 
reciproco, obbligatorio, non opzionale, che non si può buttare 
via quando diventa inopportuno, che porta conseguenze. Non 
è necessariamente essere legati biologicamente... Se sono 
imparentata con gli esseri umani e non solo umani dell’area 
di Monterey , allora ho responsabilità e obblighi e piaceri che 
sono diversi da quelli che avrei se mi preoccupassi di un altro 
posto”. – Donna Haraway, autore di Staying with the Trouble: 
Making Kin in the Chthulucene

KIN riguarda la capacità di vedere i nostri destini collettivi come 
intrecciati. Comprendendo la nostra stretta relazione, sia tra di 
noi che con gli altri esseri viventi, cominciamo a prenderci cura di 
essi più profondamente.

ȔUn’illustrazione che 
illustra la circolarità del 
processo dei funghi KIN. 

Ț Un piccolo mazzetto di 
funghi Oyster dal primo 
raccolto.

Ț Ț I partecipanti al 
laboratorio prendono parte 
a un’attività per rompere 
il ghiaccio e conoscersi a 
vicenda.
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THE RESEARCH TOOLS AND 
THE DESIGN PROCESS

Our design process began with initial exploration through ethnographic research in 
Don Bosco on co!ee shops and green spaces. This, combined with our participatory 
event Salotto Don Bosco, led us to focus on a few  overlapping challenges we perceived: 
1) a lack of use and interest in green spaces and disconnection from the natural world, 
and 2) a sense of isolation and a desire for connecting across generations and also 
across cultures.

Given this problem space, we did some additional secondary research. Key insights 
for us came primarily from two sources: first, literature reviews around kinship and 
interspecies collaboration from biologists, anthropologists, and writers such as Merlin 
Sheldrake, Donna Haraway, and Robin Wall Kimmerer. Second, from case studies around 
indoor mushroom farming and using recycled materials; two of the central references for 
us here were Ca!ungo (a past Unibz project) and GroCycle (a mushroom farm based in 
the UK and online education hub.) These research and observations were synthesized 
into our core hypothesis: 

Cultivating food together can empower the residents of Don Bosco to 
practice care and reciprocity in a way that connects them more deeply to 
each other and the living world. We proceeded with primary research of interviews with potential 

partners in Don Bosco: in particular, with the Semirurali Garden, 
to better understand the community, needs, and possibilities 
of engagement. This led us to define some specific additional 
challenges around working collectively within the framework 
of growing food, which we incorporated into our designed 
interventions. We chose to use mushrooms as a medium for their 
accessibility and also for what they can teach us about mutualism 
and symbiotic relationships with other species.

With our hypothesis, we framed our design actions  in three parts, 
endeavoring to make each a social action as well: 

1) An experimental mushroom grow: testing a mushroom farm 
prototype using locally donated co!ee grounds

2) Mushroom workshops: co-design, education, and commoning 
practice over the full lifecycle of a mushroom grow

ȔǮmĕģĄħóĕĠǮÍĭĭãĎßããħǮ
ßöħÙİħħöĎîǮößãÍħǮíĕģǮ
ħãćíǖĕģîÍĎöŊÍĭöĕĎƹ

ȚǮ^óãǮčŅÙãćöİčǮǠģĕĕĭħǡǮ
ĕíǮčİħóģĕĕčħǮĿóöÙóǮ
ÍģãǮľãîãĭÍĭöľãǮǊčĕħĭćŊǋǮ
İĎßãģîģĕİĎßǮħĭģİÙĭİģãħǮ
íĕģčöĎîǮħŅčØöĕĭöÙǮ
ģãćÍĭöĕĎħóöĠħǮĿöĭóǮčĕħĭǮ
ĠćÍĎĭǮħĠãÙöãħƹǮ
Ǯ
ȚǮȚǮTãÙŅÙćöĎîǮÙĕííããǮ
îģĕİĎßǮĿÍħĭãǮíģĕčǮ
ćĕÙÍćǮÙĕííããǮØÍģħǮÍħǮÍǮ
îģĕĿǮčãßöİčƹ
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3) A mushroom care book: a guidebook with reflections and activities to extend the 
learnings around mushroom and the nurture of living beings.

In terms of outcomes, our learnings have already informed our process and we’re 
continuing to iterate even as we move through our first prototype. The mushroom 
grow allowed us firsthand experience to understand some of the key milestones and 
emotional arc of growing mushrooms. It also led us to develop our own recipe for a grow 
and simplified instructions for beginners, key elements in our workshops and care book.  

We have completed the introductory workshop with our cohort at the Semirurali Garden 
with extremely positive feedback from the attendees in terms of the potential value to 
the community: 100% of the initial attendees have signed up to complete a mushroom 
grow with us. We will gather to kick o! the grow together at Donne Nissà and then again 
for the harvest. Through the process of collectively growing these mushrooms and the 
accompanying workshop activites and education, we hope to co-design the process with 
the community and to gain additional insights around the needs of both this particular 
commons and also for overall design materials that can be used to start farms in other 
communities around the city. 

}�:H�KRSH�WKDW�DW�VFDOH��.,1�FDQ�DOVR�
EHFRPH�D�FDWDO\VW�IRU�WKH�SRWHQWLDO�RI�
DOWHUQDWLYH�HFRQRPLHV��FLUFXODU�V\VWHPV��
DQG�LQFUHDVHG�IRRG�UHVLOLHQFH��m

ȚǮTãħİćĭħǮíģĕčǮĭóãǮÙĕǖ
ßãħöîĎǮħãħħöĕĎǮÍĭǮĭóãǮ
öĎĭģĕßİÙĭĕģŅǮĿĕģĄħóĕĠƹ

ȚǮȚǮXĭģÍĎîãģħǮØãíĕģãǮ
ĭóãǮĿĕģĄħóĕĠǮØãÙĕčöĎîǮ
ßãħöîĎǮÙĕććÍØĕģÍĭĕģħƹ

KIN is a project that aims to draw people closer to one another and closer to what we 
call “nature” - our environment and other living beings, and to practice care. Our vision 
is to see it grow into a community-led initiative that can be easy access point for others 
to get involved in growing their own food and deeper intimacies and interactions with 
one another. We hope ultimately that at scale, KIN can also become a catalyst for the 
potential of alternative economies, circular systems, and increased food resilience.
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STRUMENTI DI RICERCA E IL 
PROCESSO DI PROGETTAZIONE

Il nostro processo di progettazione è iniziato con un’esplorazione iniziale attraverso una 
ricerca etnografica a Don Bosco sui bar del quartiere e gli spazi verdi. Questo, combinato 
con il nostro evento partecipativo al Salotto Don Bosco, ci ha portato a concentrarci 
su alcune sfide sovrapposte che abbiamo percepito come 1) una mancanza di uso e di 
interesse per gli spazi verdi e la disconnessione dal mondo naturale, e 2) come un senso 
di isolamento e un desiderio di connessione tra le varie generazioni e anche tra culture 
di!erenti.

Considerate queste problematiche, abbiamo fatto alcune ricerche secondarie aggiuntive. 
Le intuizioni chiave per noi sono venute principalmente da due fonti: in primo luogo, 
le revisioni della letteratura sulla parentela e la collaborazione interspecie da biologi, 
antropologi e scrittori come Merlin Sheldrake, Donna Haraway e Robin Wall Kimmerer. In 
secondo luogo, da casi di studio sulla coltivazione di funghi al chiuso e sull’uso di materiali 
riciclati. Due riferimenti centrali per noi sono stati Ca!ungo (un progetto passato di Unibz) 
e GroCycle (fattoria di funghi con sede nel Regno Unito e anche centro educativo online). 
Queste ricerche e osservazioni sono state sintetizzate nella nostra ipotesi di base: 

Coltivare il cibo insieme può abilitare i residenti di Don Bosco a praticare 
la cura e la reciprocità in un modo che li colleghi più profondamente l’uno 
all’altro e al mondo intero.

Inizialmente abbiamo proceduto con ricerche primarie come interviste ad i potenziali 
partner di Don Bosco: in particolare, con l’orto urbano delle Semirurali, per capire meglio 
la comunità, i loro bisogni e le possibilità di coinvolgimento. Questo ci ha portato a definire 
alcune sfide aggiuntive specifiche intorno al lavoro collettivo nel quadro della coltivazione 
del cibo, che abbiamo incorporato nei nostri interventi progettati. Abbiamo scelto di 
usare i funghi come mezzo per la loro facile accessibilità e anche per quello che possono 
insegnarci sul mutualismo e le relazioni simbiotiche con altre specie..

Con la nostra ipotesi, abbiamo inquadrato le nostre azioni di design in tre parti, cercando 
di rendere ciascuna di esse anche un’azione sociale: 

1) Una coltivazione sperimentale di funghi: testando un prototipo di fattoria di funghi 
usando fondi di ca!è donati localmente

2) Laboratori sui funghi: co-progettazione, educazione e pratica di condivisione durante 
l’intero ciclo di vita di una coltivazione di funghi 

3) Un manuale  sulla cura dei funghi: una guida con riflessioni e attività per estendere gli 
apprendimenti sui funghi e la cura verso gli esseri viventi

In termini di risultati, ciò che abbiamo appreso attraverso l’attuazione esperienzale del 
nostro progetto ci ha permesso di fornire dati alle nostre procedure e a reiterarle sebbene 
noi ci muoviamo verso il nostro primo prototipo. La coltivazione dei funghi ci ha permesso 
un’esperienza di prima mano per capire alcune delle tappe fondamentali e l’arco emotivo 
della coltivazione dei funghi. Ci ha anche portato a sviluppare la nostra ricetta per una 
coltivazione e istruzioni semplificate per i principianti, elementi chiave dei nostri workshop 
e del nostro libro sulla cura.  

KIN è un progetto che mira ad avvicinare le persone l’una all’altra e più vicino a ciò che 
chiamiamo “natura” - il nostro ambiente e gli altri esseri viventi, e a praticare la cura. La 
nostra visione è quella di vedere il progetto diventare un’iniziativa guidata dalla comunità 
che possa essere un punto di accesso facile per le persone ad essere coinvolte nella 
coltivazione del proprio cibo e nelle interazioni tra di loro, raggiungendo una certa intimità 
che porti a relazioni più profonde.

Infine, speriamo che su scala più ampia, KIN possa anche diventare un catalizzatore del 
potenziale delle economie alternative, dei sistemi circolari e di una maggiore resilienza 
alimentare.
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STRUMENTI DI RICERCA E IL 
PROCESSO DI PROGETTAZIONE

Il nostro processo di progettazione è iniziato con un’esplorazione iniziale attraverso una 
ricerca etnografica a Don Bosco sui bar del quartiere e gli spazi verdi. Questo, combinato 
con il nostro evento partecipativo al Salotto Don Bosco, ci ha portato a concentrarci 
su alcune sfide sovrapposte che abbiamo percepito come 1) una mancanza di uso e di 
interesse per gli spazi verdi e la disconnessione dal mondo naturale, e 2) come un senso 
di isolamento e un desiderio di connessione tra le varie generazioni e anche tra culture 
di!erenti.

Considerate queste problematiche, abbiamo fatto alcune ricerche secondarie aggiuntive. 
Le intuizioni chiave per noi sono venute principalmente da due fonti: in primo luogo, 
le revisioni della letteratura sulla parentela e la collaborazione interspecie da biologi, 
antropologi e scrittori come Merlin Sheldrake, Donna Haraway e Robin Wall Kimmerer. In 
secondo luogo, da casi di studio sulla coltivazione di funghi al chiuso e sull’uso di materiali 
riciclati. Due riferimenti centrali per noi sono stati Ca!ungo (un progetto passato di Unibz) 
e GroCycle (fattoria di funghi con sede nel Regno Unito e anche centro educativo online). 
Queste ricerche e osservazioni sono state sintetizzate nella nostra ipotesi di base: 

Coltivare il cibo insieme può abilitare i residenti di Don Bosco a praticare 
la cura e la reciprocità in un modo che li colleghi più profondamente l’uno 
all’altro e al mondo intero.

Inizialmente abbiamo proceduto con ricerche primarie come interviste ad i potenziali 
partner di Don Bosco: in particolare, con l’orto urbano delle Semirurali, per capire meglio 
la comunità, i loro bisogni e le possibilità di coinvolgimento. Questo ci ha portato a definire 
alcune sfide aggiuntive specifiche intorno al lavoro collettivo nel quadro della coltivazione 
del cibo, che abbiamo incorporato nei nostri interventi progettati. Abbiamo scelto di 
usare i funghi come mezzo per la loro facile accessibilità e anche per quello che possono 
insegnarci sul mutualismo e le relazioni simbiotiche con altre specie..

Con la nostra ipotesi, abbiamo inquadrato le nostre azioni di design in tre parti, cercando 
di rendere ciascuna di esse anche un’azione sociale: 

1) Una coltivazione sperimentale di funghi: testando un prototipo di fattoria di funghi 
usando fondi di ca!è donati localmente

2) Laboratori sui funghi: co-progettazione, educazione e pratica di condivisione durante 
l’intero ciclo di vita di una coltivazione di funghi 

3) Un manuale  sulla cura dei funghi: una guida con riflessioni e attività per estendere gli 
apprendimenti sui funghi e la cura verso gli esseri viventi

In termini di risultati, ciò che abbiamo appreso attraverso l’attuazione esperienzale del 
nostro progetto ci ha permesso di fornire dati alle nostre procedure e a reiterarle sebbene 
noi ci muoviamo verso il nostro primo prototipo. La coltivazione dei funghi ci ha permesso 
un’esperienza di prima mano per capire alcune delle tappe fondamentali e l’arco emotivo 
della coltivazione dei funghi. Ci ha anche portato a sviluppare la nostra ricetta per una 
coltivazione e istruzioni semplificate per i principianti, elementi chiave dei nostri workshop 
e del nostro libro sulla cura.  

KIN è un progetto che mira ad avvicinare le persone l’una all’altra e più vicino a ciò che 
chiamiamo “natura” - il nostro ambiente e gli altri esseri viventi, e a praticare la cura. La 
nostra visione è quella di vedere il progetto diventare un’iniziativa guidata dalla comunità 
che possa essere un punto di accesso facile per le persone ad essere coinvolte nella 
coltivazione del proprio cibo e nelle interazioni tra di loro, raggiungendo una certa intimità 
che porti a relazioni più profonde.

Infine, speriamo che su scala più ampia, KIN possa anche diventare un catalizzatore del 
potenziale delle economie alternative, dei sistemi circolari e di una maggiore resilienza 
alimentare.
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proiéttàti 

Student Team
$UWKXU�-��+ROW��+DQQDK�9��0DUWL��/XLVLQD�)LJXHURD�*DUUR��6Rਖ਼D�6FURSSR

Partners
2ਜ਼FLQH9LVSD
0XQLFLSDOLW\�RI�%RO]DQRۙ%R]HQ��8ਜ਼FLR�)DPLJOLD��'RQQD��*LRYHQW»�H�3URPR]LRQH�VRFLDOH�
Other partners

Supporters  & Stakeholders (optional)

Teaching Team
Karl Emilio Pircher  (Object–Spaces–Services)
Kris Krois (Communication–Interaction–Services)
6H©LO�8áXU�<DYX]��'HVLJQ�5HVHDUFK�

Verso un abitare 
universalmente
ÍÙÙãħħöØöćã

Avere accesso ad una casa è un diritto 
umano. Per molte persone a Bolzano, 
questo diritto non viene rispettato. 
Vogliamo attirare l’attenzione 
sugli ostacoli vissuti dalle persone, 
accendendo così un dibattito 
pubblico ed esercitare pressione 
ħİććǣÍččöĎöħĭģÍŊöĕĎãǮÍŐĎÙóäǮÍîöħÙÍƹ

#design-eco-sociale
#lacasaèundiritto
#proiezioniurbane

Turns on the spotlight 
towards accessible 
housing for all

Access to housing is a human right.
For many people in Bolzano,
this right is not being met.
We want to draw attention to the 
barriers that people are facing, spark 
public conversation and put pressure 
on decision makers to act.

#ecosocialdesign 
#housingisahumanright 
#urbanprojection

www.salto.bz/it/users/proiettati-bolzano
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(Emergency) Housing Situation: 
What is happening in Bolzano?

mãǮíãÍģǮĭóÍĭǮĭóãħãǮÙóÍĎîãħǮÍģãǮĎĕĭǮãĎĕİîóƹǮ^óãǮĎãĿǮĠİØćöÙǮ
ÍĎßǮħĕÙöÍćǮóĕİħöĎîǮØöććǮčãÍĎħǮÍÙÙãħħǮĭĕǮóĕİħöĎîǮĿöććǮØãÙĕčãǮ
ãľãĎǮóÍģßãģǮíĕģǮĠãĕĠćãǮÙĕčöĎîǮíģĕčǮĕİĭħößãǮĭóãǮĠģĕľöĎÙãƹ

'öîóǮĠģöÙãħǮóÍľãǮØãÙĕčãǮĎĕģčÍćöħãßƹǮ^óãǮĎİčØãģǮ
ĕíǮãčĠĭŅǮóĕİħãħǮöħǮöĎÙģãÍħöĎîǮÍħǮÍǮģãħİćĭǮĕíǮĭĕİģöħčƺǮĠĕćöÙŅǮ
and speculation. Public debate is needed to increase 
ĠĕćöĭöÙÍćǮĠģãħħİģãǮÍĎßǮöĭǮöħǮöčĠãģÍĭöľãǮĭóÍĭǮãľãģŅØĕßŅǣħ 
ľĕöÙãǮöħǮóãÍģßƹǮ

}�$ठRUGDEOH�KRXVLQJ�LV�D�IXQGDPHQWDO�ULJKW�DQG�D�
ELJ�LVVXH�LQ�6RXWK�7\URO�WRRࡍ��H�GHPDQG�LV�KLJK�DQG�WKH�
VXSSO\�GRHV�QRW�DOZD\V�PHHW�WKLV�GHPDQG��VR�LW�LV�LPSRUWDQW�
WKDW�ZH�FUHDWH�DQG�GHYHORS�JRRG�RठHUV�DQG�IXQGLQJ�V\VWHPV�
LQ�WKH�DUHD�RI�KRXVLQJ��m

State Councilor Waltraud Deeg²

¹     housingrightswatch.
org/content/about-us

²     sostenibilita.
provincia.bz.it/de/news/
gesetzentwurf-zum-
sozialen-und-offentlichen-
wohnbau-gutgeheissen

ȖǮQģĕāãÙĭöĕĎǮĕĎǮØİöćßöĎîǮöĎǮ
QöÍŊŊÍǮ�ĕĎǮ�ĕħÙĕǮǊ�ĕćŊÍĎĕǋǮ
ģãÍßöĎîǮSafe Affordable 
Adequate Access to 
Housing for All

�ľãģŅØĕßŅǮóÍħǮĭóãǮģöîóĭǮĭĕǮćöľãǮöĎǮßöîĎöĭŅǮÍĎßǮĭĕǮóÍľãǮÍǮ
ħãÙİģãƺǮÍßãĢİÍĭãƺǮÍĎßǮÍŏĕģßÍØćãǮĠćÍÙãǮĭĕǮćöľãŬ. 
!ĕģǮčÍĎŅǮĠãĕĠćãǮöĎǮ�ĕćŊÍĎĕƺǮĭóöħǮģöîóĭǮöħǮĎĕĭǮØãöĎîǮčãĭƹ

^óãǮĠģĕľöĎÙöÍćǮîĕľãģĎčãĎĭǮóÍħǮčÍßãǮ
ÙĕččöĭčãĎĭħǮĭĕǮĭÍÙĄćãǮĭóöħǮĠģãħħöĎîǮöħħİãƺǮÙĕİĎÙöććĕģħǮ
óÍľãǮħÍößǮĎãĿǮħĭģÍĭãîöãħǮÍĎßǮćÍĿǮÙóÍĎîãħǮĿöććǮöčĠģĕľãǮĭóãǮ
óĕİħöĎîǮħöĭİÍĭöĕĎǮóãģãƹ
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Guerrilla light projector for activism

^ĕǮØģöĎîǮćöîóĭǮĭĕǮĭóãǮöħħİãǮĕíǮÍÙÙãħħöØćãǮóĕİħöĎîƺǮĿãǮ
developed a ćĕĿǖĭãÙóǮćöîóĭǮĠģĕāãÙĭĕģƺǮĿóöÙóǮÍććĕĿħǮŅĕİǮĭĕǮ
ßĕǮćÍģîãǮħÙÍćãǮĠģĕāãÙĭöĕĎħǮĕĎǮĭóãǮĿÍććħǮĕíǮÍǮÙöĭŅƹǮmãǮİħãßǮöĭǮ
ĭĕǮħóĕĿǮħĭÍĭãčãĎĭħǮģãćÍĭãßǮĭĕǮĭóãǮĭĕĠöÙƹ

^óãǮĭĕĕćǮÙĕčĠĕħãßǮĕİĭǮĕíǮĕĎćŅǮÍǮÙÍģßǮĭİØãƺǮĭĿĕǮ
ćãĎħãħƺǮčÍîĎãĭħƺǮħĭãĎÙöćħƺǮÍĎßǮÍǮœÍħóćöîóĭƺǮîİÍģÍĎĭããħǮöĭǮÙÍĎǮ
ØãǮãÍħöćŅǮģãØİöćĭǮØŅǮĕĭóãģ – political – ĕģîÍĎöŊÍĭöĕĎħǮĿóĕǮ
óÍľãǮĠģãħħöĎîǮöħħİãħǮĭóãŅǮĿÍĎĭǮĭĕǮØģöĎîǮĭĕǮĭóãǮĠİØćöÙƹ

*ĭǮÙÍĎǮØãǮØİöćĭǮöĎǮĭĿĕǮĿÍŅħƹǮ^óãǮŒģħĭǮľãģħöĕĎǮĎããßħǮ
ĕĎćŅǮĭÍĠãǮÍħǮÍĎǮÍßßöĭöĕĎÍćǮčÍĭãģöÍćƺǮĭóãǮħãÙĕĎßǮľãģħöĕĎǮİħãħǮ
Ś�ǖĠģöĎĭãßǮĠÍģĭħǮĭóÍĭǮĿãǮóÍľãǮčÍßãǮÍľÍöćÍØćãǮĕĠãĎǖħĕİģÙãƹǮ

}:H�ZDQW�WR�FRQWLQXH�WKH�GLDORJXH�
WRZDUGV�DFFHVVLEOH�KRXVLQJ�m

ȖǮQģĕāãÙĭöĕĎǮĕĎǮØİöćßöĎîǮöĎǮ
QöÍŊŊÍǮ�ĕĎǮ�ĕħÙĕǮǊ�ĕćŊÍĎĕǋǮ
ģãÍßöĎîǮHousing is a RightƹǮ

ȕǮQģĕāãÙĭĕģǮĠģĕĭĕĭŅĠãǮǘǮ
ľãģħöĕĎǮĿöĭóǮŚ�ǮĠģöĎĭãßǮ
ĠÍģĭħƹ
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Interaction with the people of Bolzano 

mãǮÙóĕħãǮĭĿĕǮßöŏãģãĎĭǮĿÍŅħǮĭĕǮÙÍģģŅǮĕİĭǮĭóãǮħóÍģöĎîǮĕíǮ
öĎħöîóĭħƹǮ�ǮØćĕîǮĕĎǮsalto.bzƺǮÍĎǮĕĎćöĎãǮĎãĿħǮĠĕģĭÍćǮöĎǮXĕİĭóǮ
^ŅģĕćǮĭóÍĭǮĠģĕčĕĭãħǮĠģĕÍÙĭöľãǮÙöĭöŊãĎǮāĕİģĎÍćöħčƺǮÍććĕĿãßǮİħǮ
ĭĕǮîĕǮöĎǮßãĠĭóǮÍĎßǮßöħĭģöØİĭãǮÍģĭöÙćãħǮÍĎßǮģãĠĕģĭħƹǮ

^ĕǮØģöĎîǮĭóãǮÙĕĎľãģħÍĭöĕĎǮĭĕǮĭóãǮħĭģããĭħǮĕíǮ�ĕćŊÍĎĕǮ
ĿãǮóÍľãǮØããĎǮĠģĕāãÙĭöĎîǮħĭÍĭöħĭöÙħƺǮĠãģħĕĎÍćǮħĭÍĭãčãĎĭħǮÍĎßǮ
ßãčÍĎßħǮĕĎǮóĕİħãħǮÍĎßǮãčĠĭŅǮØİöćßöĎîħƹ

^óãǮćöîóĭǮĠģĕāãÙĭĕģǮÍćħĕǮĿĕģĄħǮÍħǮÍĎǮöĎĭãģÍÙĭöľãǮ
ĭĕĕćǮíĕģǮħóÍģöĎîǮĠãĕĠćãǣħǮãńĠãģöãĎÙãħƹǮXĭÍĭãčãĎĭħǮÙÍĎǮØãǮ
written down on slides and immediately projected. 
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QģĕāãÙĭöĕĎǮĕĎǮØİöćßöĎîǮ
öĎǮQöÍŊŊÍǮ�ĕĎǮ�ĕħÙĕǮ
Ǌ�ĕćŊÍĎĕǋǮģãÍßöĎîǮHousing 
is a RightǮǊ*^ǋƹ
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THE RESEARCH TOOLS & 
THE DESIGN PROCESS

�ÙÙãħħǮĭĕǮóĕİħöĎîǮöħǮÍǮÙĕčĠćãńǮĭĕĠöÙƺǮĭóãģãǮÍģãǮčÍĎŅǮ
ĿößãħĠģãÍßǮöħħİãħǮĭóÍĭǮčÍŅǮØãǮģãœãÙĭãßǮßöŏãģãĎĭćŅǮ
ßãĠãĎßöĎîǮĕĎǮĭóãǮĠćÍÙãƹ

As students coming from outside of Bolzano it 
ĿÍħǮöčĠĕģĭÍĎĭǮíĕģǮİħǮĭĕǮģãÙĕîĎöħãǮóĕĿǮĭóãŅǮÍģãǮčöģģĕģãßǮ
óãģãƹǮmãǮĿÍĎĭãßǮĭĕǮØãǮĭóĕģĕİîóǮöĎǮĕİģǮÍĠĠģĕÍÙóǮĭĕǮ
ģãħãÍģÙóƺǮÍĎßǮĎĕĭǮĕĎćŅǮíĕÙİħǮĕĎǮĕĎãǮĭŅĠãǮĕíǮħĕİģÙãǮÍħǮ
ĿãǮİĎßãģħĭĕĕßǮíģĕčǮĭóãǮØãîöĎĎöĎîǮĭóÍĭǮģãĠĕģĭħǮßößǮĎĕĭǮ
describe all realities.  

^ĕǮØİöćßǮÍǮĠöÙĭİģãǮĕíǮĭóãǮħöĭİÍĭöĕĎǮĿãǮßãÙößãßǮĕİģǮ
ģãħãÍģÙóǮĎããßãßǮĭĕǮĭÍĄãǮĠćÍÙãǮöĎǮĭóãǮßöŏãģãĎĭǮćÍŅãģħǮĕíǮ
ĿößãģǮĠĕćöÙŅƺǮĕģîÍĎöħÍĭöĕĎħƺǮÍĎßǮöĎßöľößİÍćħƹǮ^óöħǮĿĕİćßǮóãćĠǮ
İħǮöĎǮĭóãĎǮÙĕččİĎöÙÍĭöĎîǮħĭĕģöãħǮØãóöĎßǮĭóãǮħĭÍĭöħĭöÙħƹǮmãǮ
ÙóĕĕħãǮĭĕǮßĕǮģãħãÍģÙóǮĭóģĕİîóǮßãħöîĎƺǮÍßÍĠĭöĎîǮÍǮľÍģöãĭŅǮ
ĕíǮĭĕĕćħǮĭĕǮóãćĠǮîÍĭóãģǮöĎíĕģčÍĭöĕĎǮØİĭǮÍćħĕǮÍħǮÍǮĿÍŅǮĕíǮ
starting conversation. 

Our approach
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^óģĕİîóǮĭóãǮĠģĕÙãħħǮĿãǮĿãģãǮÍØćãǮĭĕǮĭģŅǮĕİĭǮÍǮģÍĎîãǮĕíǮ
ÍÙĭöľöĭöãħƺǮöĭǮĿÍħǮÍĎǮĕĠĠĕģĭİĎöĭŅǮĭĕǮîãĭǮóÍĎßħǮĕĎǮĿöĭóǮčÍĎŅǮ
ĿÍŅħǮĕíǮßĕöĎîǮģãħãÍģÙóƺǮĭóÍĭǮĿãǮÙÍĎǮØİöćßǮİĠĕĎǮöĎǮíİĭİģãǮ
ĠģĕāãÙĭħƹǮTãÍßöĎîǮģãĠĕģĭħǮÍĎßǮÍģĭöÙćãħǮóãćĠãßǮİħǮĭĕǮíģÍčãǮ
ĭóãǮĿößãģǮľöãĿǮĕíǮĭóãǮģãîöĕĎħǮóĕİħöĎîǮĠĕćöÙöãħƹ

We conducted an interactive street survey in 
ĭóãǮčÍģĄãĭĠćÍÙãǮĭĕǮĕĠãĎǮİĠǮÙĕĎľãģħÍĭöĕĎħǮĕĎǮĠãģħĕĎÍćǮ
ãńĠãģöãĎÙãħǮĕíǮóĕİħöĎîƹǮǮ^ĕǮîÍĭóãģǮħĭĕģöãħƺǮĿãǮßãÙößãßǮ
to focus our interviews on young people (18-30) in 
Bolzano, using a spider mapping activity as a tool to spark 
ÙĕĎľãģħÍĭöĕĎƹǮmãǮÍćħĕǮħĠĕĄãǮĿöĭóǮĕģîÍĎöħÍĭöĕĎħƺǮİħöĎîǮÍĎǮ
ÍÙĭĕģǮčÍĠĠöĎîǮĭÍħĄǮĭĕǮóãćĠǮİħǮîãĭǮĭóãöģǮĠãģħĠãÙĭöľãħǮĕĎǮ
ĿóÍĭǮöħǮóÍĠĠãĎöĎîƺǮćãÍģĎǮÍØĕİĭǮħİĠĠĕģĭǮĭóÍĭǮöħǮÙİģģãĎĭćŅǮ
ÍľÍöćÍØćãǮÍĎßǮĿóĕǮóÍħǮÍÙÙãħħǮĭĕǮöĭƹ

ȔǮSpider MappingǮĕĎǮ
ĠãģħĕĎÍćǮóĕİħöĎîǮħöĭİÍĭöĕĎǮ

ȕǮXãģîöĕǮȠǮ"öÍĎćİÙÍǮíģĕčǮ
OfficineVispaǮßĕöĎîǮÍĎǮ
Actor MappingǮÍÙĭöľöĭŅ

ȚǮIssue CardsǮíöććãßǮöĎǮØŅǮ
ĠÍģĭöÙöĠÍĎĭħǮßİģöĎîǮħĭģããĭǮ
ħİģľãŅǮÍĭǮQöÍŊŊÍǮlöĭĭĕģöÍǮ
ĕĎǮ�ãÙãčØãģǮŘŘĭóǮřŗřŘǮ

ȚǮȚǮString SurveyǮßĕĎãǮØŅǮ
ĠÍģĭöÙöĠÍĎĭħǮßİģöĎîǮħĭģããĭǮ
ħİģľãŅǮÍĭǮQöÍŊŊÍǮlöĭĭĕģöÍǮ
ĕĎǮ�ãÙãčØãģǮŘŘĭóǮřŗřŘǮ

}�5HSRUWV�GLG�QRW�GHVFULEH�DOO�UHDOLWLHV��m

Research activities
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QģĕāãÙĭöĕĎǮĕĎǮØİöćßöĎîǮöĎǮ
�ĕĎǮ�ĕħÙĕǮĎãöîóØĕİģóĕĕßǮ
Ǌ�ĕćŊÍĎĕǋǮģãÍßöĎîǮChange 
is necessary Ǌ��ǋƹ
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open design manual
guerrilla light projector for activism

 3D!PRINTED VERSION 

Go to the following website 
(prusaprinters.org) to obtain the files for 
printing.

 MATERIALS 

¤ 3D–printed parts
¤ 1 card tube (i.e. Pringles chips, Ø 75 mm)
¤ 1 lens of a magnifying glass (Ø 60 mm)
¤ 1 lens of a magnifying glass (Ø 65-75 mm)
¤ 12 magnets (Ø 6 mm, 3 mm)
¤ 6 bolts and nuts (Ø 3 mm, 10 mm)
¤ 1-3 transparency film for laser printer (A4)
¤ 1 high lumen zoom led flashlight  
    (Ø 33 mm (or change CAD-file)
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 PRINT SPECIFICATIONS 

Materials: Ext.1/PLA, Ext. 2/Break-away
Layer thickness: 0.2 mm
Printing time: ~ 45 hrs

17

 TOOLS 

¤ 3D-printer (used Ultimaker S3)
¤ laser printer
¤ instand glue
¤ screwdriver
¤ punch
¤ duct tape
¤ soldering iron / blow dryer
¤ marker

 3  slide holder & ring

 5  flashlight holder

 2  moveable lens holder & ring

 4  lens holder front

sharpness

size
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1 TUBE 
Rinse the pringles tube and cut o" 
the bottom and the ridge. Using the 
3D-printed connecting parts to mark the 
positions, punch three holes  
(Ø 4 mm) at each end where the screws 
will go later.

2 MOVEABLE LENS HOLDER & RING 
2.1 Clamp the lens (Ø 60 mm) between the 
two printed parts, then glue the magnets 
in place. Make sure that the magnets are 
aligned in the same direction.

2.2 Now glue the magnets into the outer 
ring and align the magnets with those of 
the lens.

3 SLIDE HOLDER & RING 
3.1 The slides can simply be clipped on 
and o". You can do this now or when it is 
assembled.

3.2 Glue the magnets into the holder and 
into the ring. Make sure that the magnets 
are aligned in the same direction as the 
movable lens holder.

2. 1

2.2

3. 1

3. 2

3. 3

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

18
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4 LENS HOLDER FRONT 
4.1 Place the lens in the slot provided for 
it and screw the cap on.

4.2 Press the nuts into the recess in the 
tube-connector par, heating them for this 
either with a soldering iron or a hot blow 
dryer (do this also for the other side cf. nr 5) 

Put the lens light holder on the tube and 
screw it on.

5 FLASH LIGHT HOLDER 
Before putting the flash light holder on the 
tube, place first the stencil holder and the 
moveable lensholder on it.

5.1 Fix the flashlight in the inner ring. You 
can wrap some duct tape around the 
front part for a better hold (you may also 
have to adjust the CAD file to the diameter 
of your flashlight).

5.2 Put the flashlight holder on the tube 
and screw it on.

5.3 Insert the flash light into the opening 
and fix in place with the screwable lid.

Now your light projector is almost ready to 
go, the only thing which is missing are your 
slides!

4. 1

4. 2

19
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5. 3

5. 1

5 2
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CARDBOARD VERSION 

No need for fancy equipment for this one! 
Anyone can do it ;)

 MATERIALS 

¤ 1 card tube (i.e., Pringles chips, Ø 75 mm)
¤ 1 lens of a magnifying glass (Ø 65 mm)
¤ 1 lens of a magnifying glass (Ø 75 mm)
¤ 12 magnets (Ø 6 mm, 3 mm)
¤ 3 bolts and 6 nuts (Ø 3 mm, 10 mm)
¤ 1-3 transparency film for laser printer (A4)
¤ 1 high lumen zoom led flashlight  
    (Ø 33 mm (or change CAD-file)
¤ 2 stripes of (honeycomb) cardboard 
    (240 x 20 x 2-5 mm)
¤ 1 piece of grey cardboard 
    (Ø 73,5 x 2-3 mm)
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 TOOLS 

¤ cutter / scissors
¤ duct tape
¤ laser printer
¤ instant glue
¤ punch
¤ marker
¤ compass

 3  slide holder & ring

 5  flashlight holder

 2  moveable lens holder & ring

 4  lens holder front

sharpness

size
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1 TUBE 
Rinse the pringles tube and cut o" the 
bottom. 

2 SLIDE HOLDER 
2.1 Draw three circles with the diameters 
73,5mm, 51mm, 42mm on the grey 
cardboard. Divide the middle ring into 6 
equal sections, using the radius as the 
length distance. This will give you the three 
positions where the holes will go. Do the 
same with the outermost circle. This way 
you can draw the recesses (6x3 mm) for the 
three magnets.

Cut out the shape, using scissors or a 
cutter and punch free holes at the marked 
positions.Glue the magnets in the recesses, 
make sure that the magnets are aligned in 
the same direction.
Place a nut on each of the screws, insert 
them into the holes and secure them with a 
second nut.

2.2 Now the slide holder is ready. That you 
can move it while projecting, you need as 
a counterpart the ring on the outside of the 
tube. For this, wrap close to the opening 
a piece of tape around the tube with the 
sticky side facing away from the tube (it 
must stay moveable, therefore not too 
tided). Place one magnet on the middle of 
the tape. The magnet should be aligned 
in the direction, that the slide holder is 
held inside the tube. Place the other two 
magnets by feeling the magnetic fields. 

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

2. 1

2. 2
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Now you should be able to move the slide 
holder. To make this more stable, place the 
prepared cardboard strip (240x20mm) on 
the adhesive surface of the tape. To finish, 
wrap the ring with tape from the outside. 
Two of those rings needed, repeat the 
instructions and make a second one. 

3 MOVEABLE LENS HOLDER
3.1 The second ring is used for the 
movable lens (Ø 65 mm). If you have a lens 
with a metal (magnetic) mount, leave it in 
place but remove the screw threads. Place 
the ring at the entrance of the tube, now 
place the three magnets inside the tube. 
The lens should now fit exactly between 
them, fix the magnets to the lens with 
instant glue. 

4 LENS HOLDER FRONT
4.1 Put the two rings around the tube. If 
you have a lens (Ø 75 mm) with a metal 
mount, leave it in place but remove the 
screw threads. Put it on the tube where the 
button was and attach it with duct tape. 

5 FLASHLIGHT HOLDER 
The Pringles lid is used to fix the flashlight. 
Place the flashlight in the centre of the lid 
and trace it.
Draw lines through the centre of the circle. 
Cut these lines with a cutter. Bend these 
rays inwards, that gives a good frame for 
the flashlight. Fix the flashlight additionally 
with adhesive tape. 

Now your light projector is almost ready to 
go, the only thing which is missing are your 
slides! 

3. 1

4. 1

5. 1

5. 2
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On the same link as the 3D printed parts 
is the (open) PDF with the slide template. 
Depending on how the light of your 
flashlight di"uses, the inscribable area 
will be smaller or larger. It’s best to test it 
out first. 

You can either adapt the templates 
in Illustrator or label them by hand - 
possibly as an interactive part of your 
projection project. 

Print out the slides on overhead project 
film, cut them out and make the holes in 
the indicated places and everything is 
ready for the first projection action. 

ON TO THE SLIDES!
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Move the smaller lens to adjust the size 
of the projection by moving the front ring 
(further away from the body) at a slow 
pace. 

The back ring (closer to the body) moves 
the slide & holder, this is how you adjust 
the sharpness of the projection. 

If you want to change the slide, move 
it very close to the flashlight holder. 
Unscrew the cover and detach the 
flashlight. Now the slide can be detached 
from the holder by the tab, click on the 
new slide and continue projecting. 

Do not project discriminatory or obscene 
statements and illustrations. 

Do not shine the light directly into moving 
vehicles or open windows.  

Of course, don't forget to have fun and 
experiment with it (and the more, 
the merrier!)

HOW TO PROJECT CODE OF HONOUR 
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una ricetta per il futuro

Questo è un approccio per ridurre 
lo spreco di risorse e la dispersione 
dell‘olio nell‘ambiente. Invece di grassi 
prodotti appositamente, riutilizziamo 
l‘olio di scarto della frittura. Gli 
ingredienti non vengono importati da 
lontano, ma vengono direttamente dal 
fast food locale. Dopo aver fritto le 
patatine, lo stesso olio può anche pulire 
le mani. L‘olio usato, un materiale di 
scarto, considerato sporco e disgustoso 
si trasforma in un prezioso alleato per 
la nostra pulizia. Il sapone, un prodotto 
di uso comune trasformato in medium. 
mezo.

#mezo #sapone #olio #care

a recipe for the future

This is an approach to reduce waste of 
resources and oil contamination. Instead 
of specially produced fats, used oil is 
repurposed to make soap. Ingredients 
do not get imported from far away but are 
picked up right from the local fast food shop. 
After frying fries, the same oil can also clean 
hands. Oil, a waste material, considered 
dirty and disgusting transforms into clean 
and precious. Soap, an object of commodity 
transformed into a medium. mezo.  

#mezo #soap #oil #care

mezo
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ƪ�¦îî¦Ôõ»�Í�
ingredients
of our project

ƨƨ���ê»Ô³�
gestures we 
experienced at 
the intervention

 We approached transformation 
by considering ‘care’ as an essential 
ingredient for the recipe of the future. 
Living on a crowded planet, and moving 
each one on a different path, could 
easily lead to collision. This is why, 
when crossing roads, we should pay 
attention, kindly avoiding a crash. 

Roland Barthes once wrote: ‘I have no 
skin, but for caresses.’ While designing 
we therefore decided to gently touch a 
neighbourhood. We created a medium, 
that is tangible enough to grasp 
but leaves also room for ideas and 
expression.

transformation by care
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»Non ho pelle tranne che 
per le carezze.«

- Roland Barthes
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project overview
 When thinking about the future 
many things will come to mind. Soap 
might not have been one of them. It is 
a basic commodity, mostly made of fat 
and lye, not futurity. So we changed the 
recipe. Instead of specially produced 
fats, used oil is repurposed. Ingredients 
do not get imported from far away 
but are picked up right from the local 
fast food shop. So after frying fries, 
the same oil can also clean hands. 
Fast food shops are also places where 
all kinds of people meet and share a 

moment. Therefore the soap should 
not only contain ingredients from the 
kitchen but also ideas and character 
from the people walking in and out. To 
do so passers-by are able to express 
their thoughts and leave their trace 
in the soap. An object of commodity 
transforms into a medium. The italian 
word for medium is mezzo. The  
oldest recipe for soap was found in 
Mesopotamia and our source of oil was 
found in Mezopotamia Kebab shop. This 
led to the name ‘mezo’. 
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Ƨ��ÚÔõ�»Ô¦ê�²êÚÓ�²ê»¦î�
used as mould for soap
ƪ��Úč�îõ�Óç»Ô³�¸»î�
ingredient for the future 
into a soap
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GROWING OF SUNFLOWERS USE OF OIL TO FRY

PROCESSING

 OIL TO SOAP

USE OF SOAP

SLOW
 DISPOSING

BAD/NO DISPOSING

PROCESSING 
SUNFLOWERS TO OIL

lifecycle of frying oil
 During a material ethnography 
in the neighbourhood of Don Bosco, 
we observed a high density of fast 
food shops. We learned from the 
shopkeepers, that approximately 20 
liters of leftover oil are produced 
weekly by one kebab shop only. After 
further research on the material, the 
idea of making soap came in mind. On 
the one hand, because bar soap is a 
product which mainly consists of oil and 
therefore consumes high quantities of 
it. On the other hand, because we saw 
symbolic meaning of circularity when 
turning waste oil, which is considered 
as disgusting, in soap, which is 
considered as the opposite.

20l
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saponification
 With the prospect of 
producing soap, we were challenged 
to use a basic recipe (fat, sodium 
hydroxide, and scent) and adapt it 
to our causes of transformation by 
care. The term transformation is 
already represented in the process 
of transforming molecular structures 
of ingredients during saponification. 
We approached to source ingredients 

hyper-locally, therefore we took oil 
from neighbourhood fast food shops. 
To follow a similar path for the lye, we 
researched a way to extract sodium 
hydroxide from ash, which is also 
a leftover material from local pizza 
places. It was possible to use this form 
of lye but also too laborious for further 
process, so we decided to carry on with 
caustic soda for practicability. 

2

3
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Ƨ�ÓÚÍ¦�úÍ�ê�îõêú�õúê¦�Ú²�
îúÔ²ÍÚć¦ê�Ú»Í�ƍ�ć�õ¦ê�ƍ�
caustic soda = soap

places. It was possible to use this form 
of lye but also too laborious for further 
process, so we decided to carry on with 
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sensorial exploration
 To find scents of Don Bosco, 
as inspiration for fragrances of our 
soap, we explored urban flora in the 
neigbourhood. This led us in backyards, 
there, among other plants, we found 
laurels. Those are really present in the 
area, convenient to extract, and hold 
symbolic value. Thus we decided to use 
them as our fragrance.

ƨ
cupressaceae
sage
laurels
fig
lemon thyme

PiazzaDon Bosco

Via
Alessandria - Alessandriastraße
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intervention
 Researching the reaction of 
the public was a vital part of our 
project. The acceptance of waste 
material within a hygiene product 
should indicate if our approach of 
transforming something disgusting 
into precious worked. Therefore we 

installed a station, where we handed 
out soap, in front of the fast-food shop. 
This location was chosen because we 
wanted to show maximal transparency 
by giving away the soap right at the 
source. 

Ƨ�Ó¦ēÚçÚõ�Ó»��Ë¦����
staff members in front 
of their shop
ƨ�čÚúÔ³�³»êÍ�îõ�Óç»Ô³
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recipe for the future
 Another aspect we wanted to 
explore at the intervention was the 
usage of soap as a medium to transport 
messages. Nudged by the term “leave 
a trace”, ancient cave painting, and 
plasticity of soap, we decided to create 
a tool that allows by-passers to express 
themselves. Since the first recipe of 
soap was carved in stone approximately 
4500 years ago in Mesopotamia, we 
wanted to reinterpret this scenario. 
Therefore we provided a blank surface 
of soap in front of Mezopotamia Kebab 
shop for by-passers to fill with words. 
Instead of a technical recipe, we 
asked the people to implement their 
ingredient for the future. This question 

was chosen to reevaluate various 
outcomes of transformation. As a tool 
to carve the soap, we provided a letter 
set to stamp in the soap bar. To create 
words it was necessary to set the 
letters mirrored. So the words were 
not readable until stamped in the soap. 
This process should represent that the 
area of Don Bosco is often perceived 
as marginalized in the context of 
the city. Therefore wishes and ideas 
from the residents can be seen as 
unheard or unseen and need a tool to 
be communicated and decyphered. To 
analyse the reaction of the public, we 
documented the peoples interaction 
within the intervention.

changed perception?

did lettering?

took soap?
ňŇƍ years35-6518-3518-

(9) no yes (26)

no (25)(8) yes

no (18)(15) yes

Ƨ�îõ�Óç»Ô³�»Ô³ê¦¢»¦Ôõî
ƪ�¢�õ��Ć»îú�Í»î�õ»ÚÔ�
of interactions at the 
intervention
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Ƨ�¢ÚÔ��Úî�Úžî�ê¦�»ç¦�
for the future imprinted 
in mezo soap



When thinking about the future many things will 
come to mind. Soap might not have been one of 
them. It is a basic commodity, mostly made of fat 
and lye, not futurity. 
So we changed the recipe. Instead of specially 
produced fats, used oil is repurposed. An 
approach to reduce waste of resources and oil 
contamination. Ingredients do not get imported 
from far away but are picked up right from the 
local fast food shop. After frying fries, the same 
oil can also clean hands. Fast food shops are 
also places where all kinds of people meet. 
Therefore the soap should not only contain 
ingredients from the kitchen but also ideas and 
character from the people. Oil, a waste material, 
considered dirty and disgusting transforms 
into clean and precious. Soap, an object of 
commodity transformed into a medium. Mezo.
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open design 
manual

transforming the city by care 2mezo

Saponification describes the chemical 
conversion of fats when treated with a 
strong base. Mezo soap consists of oil 
and lye, optionally scent.
As a source of fat, all kind of leftover 
oil can be purposed, either household 
frying oil or waste oil from restaurants 
to scale it up. Depending on the type 
of vegetable oil varying proportions 
in the recipe should be considered. 
Most restaurants use sunflower oil. It 
is important to check the quality of the 
oil and avoid oil that is overcooked or 
turned bad. Rancidity is easily examined 

by giving the oil a smell test. The oil 
should be filtered. For lye an ancient 
technique of cooking soft water with 
hardwood ashes can be used to recycle 
leftovers from restaurants that use 
wood ovens. Since this is a long and 
complex process, for practicability 
caustic soda can be purposed. Frying oil 
with a bad smell should not be used in 
the first place, even though the process 
of saponification neutralises most of it. 
Adding essential oils can preserve the 
soap and gives special scent.
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The caustic soda is added to the 
water, the solution will start to heat up. 
The lye and oil should have the same 
temperature when brought together. 
When mixed, saponification sets in. It 
should be stirred until emulsified and 

leaving traces. Then, the liquid gets 
poured into a mould to set. Before 
usage, the soap should cure for roughly 
a month to make sure the reaction is 
finished.

tools:
2 pots
2 containers
Ń�î»¦Ć¦�ƍ��ÍÚõ¸
1 whisk
1 mould

ingredients:
1 l oil
140 g caustic soda
320 g water
ƍ�¦îî¦Ôõ»�Í�Ú»Í
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is important to check the quality of the 
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turned bad. Rancidity is easily examined 

by giving the oil a smell test. The oil 
should be filtered. For lye an ancient 
technique of cooking soft water with 
hardwood ashes can be used to recycle 
leftovers from restaurants that use 
wood ovens. Since this is a long and 
complex process, for practicability 
caustic soda can be purposed. Frying oil 
with a bad smell should not be used in 
the first place, even though the process 
of saponification neutralises most of it. 
Adding essential oils can preserve the 
soap and gives special scent.
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The lye and oil should have the same 
temperature when brought together. 
When mixed, saponification sets in. It 
should be stirred until emulsified and 

leaving traces. Then, the liquid gets 
poured into a mould to set. Before 
usage, the soap should cure for roughly 
a month to make sure the reaction is 
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